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ABSTRACT

Fathers, Mothers, Marriages, and Children :
Toward a Contextual Model of
Positive Paternal Influence

by

Ariel Rodriguez, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2000

Major Professor: Dr. Brent C. Miller
Department: Family and Human Development

Thi s research explored positive paternal involvement in the lives of c hildren
within the broader familial context of marital dynamics and positive maternal
involvement. The National Survey of Fam ilies and Households (NSFH) was used to
obtain a longitudinal subsampl e of 582 first-married couples , as well as the wide range of
variables necessary to explore this broader context of paternal influence . Three research
questions guided the study: (I) What is the unique contribution of positive paternal
involvement-with respect to positive maternal involvement and marital quality- in
child ren's development? (2) How does the influence of positive paternal involvement
interact with the influence of posit ive maternal involvement and marital quality to
influence ch ildren 's development ? (3) To what degree do fathers indirectly influe nce
their children via the marital relationship and the mother-child relationship ?
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Analysis de monstrated little ev idence o f fathers ' unique contributi o n to chi ldren ' s
aggressive/anti soci al behav ior, school probl e ms, and other outcomes. Simil arl y, analysis
demonstrated no indirect effects fo r pate rnal involvement across the 4-5 years spa n
between Wave I and Wave 2 o f the NSFH. Specificall y, fathers' involve ment did not
indirectly affec t children 's outcomes via eithe r the marital relationshi p or mate rn al
involveme nt. Ho wever, lim itat ions relating to internal reli ability rendered find ings
questionabl e.
Analysis also demonstrated a li mited pattern of interac ti on effects between
pate rnal in vo lvement measures and marital and maternal variables . Spec ificall y, Wave 2
pate rn al positive activities de monstrated meaningful interactions with maternal pos iti ve
activities, marital happiness , and marital conflict , with respect to their influe nce on
chil dren's aggressive/anti social behav ior. in teraction between pate rn al pos iti ve acti vit ies
and mari tal variables in dicated th at patern al involvement is capab le of interacting wi th
other aspects of fam il y contex t in ways which have both pos itive and negative
consequences for chil dre n.
Future research efforts address ing these questi o ns should assess pare ntal
invo lve ment in greater depth and breath , inco rporatin g a framework capab le of address in g
both parental warmth and control. Simil arl y, future research should conside r methods
capable of add ressing multicolineari ty resultin g fro m parallel paternal and matern al
variables. Finall y, future research shou ld explo re the vari ous ways in which pate rn al
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involvement interacts with other sources of influence within families to impact the li ves
of children.
( 133 pages)
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The role of fatherhood in child development has recently attracted considerable
attention. As little as 20 years ago, "social scientists in general , and developmental
psychologists in particular, doubted that fathers had a significant role to play in shaping
the experiences and development of their children" (Lamb, 1997a, p. 1). Current
research now commonly reflects widespread acknowledgment of the salience of paternal
influence. More than just markers of socioeconomic status, or distant role models of
stereotyped masculinity, fathers are frequently considered to have active, direct influences
in the lives of children. Researchers studying child outcomes have turned their attention
to fathers as sources of effects previously relegated exclusively to mothers.
One widely researched aspect of paternal influence is paternal involvement.
Although there is lack of agreement regarding what constitutes paternal involvement
(Palkovitz, 1997), researchers have moved toward conceptual and operational definitions
of paternal involvement, which include a qualitative dimension (Pleck, 1997).
Consequently, researchers conceptualizing and operationalizing paternal involvement are
more accurately interested in positive paternal involvement (Pleck, 1997).
Not simply a content free marker of the quantity of father-child interaction ,
positive paternal involvement reflects a qualitative dimension of paternal behavior
conducive to desirable developmental outcomes for the child and father (e.g., Dollahite,
Hawkins, & Brotherson, 1997). For example, rather than take a measure of the total time
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fath ers interact with their children, researchers might measure the time spe nt in such
shared acti vities as reading and pl aying.
Positive paternal invo lvement has been linked to a wide variety of des irab le chil d
outco mes at various stages of development from preschool to adolescence. Hi gh le vels of
positi ve patern al in vol vement are associated with child outcomes such as greater
academic achievement, increased cogniti ve abilit y, increased soci al maturity and
competence, internal locus of co ntrol, improved self-esteem, greater empathy, and
decreased gender-role stereotyping (Pi ec k, 1997).

Statement of the Problem

Despite this rapidl y growing body of research documenting the relati onshi p
between positi ve paternal in vo lvement and a wide range of child out comes, researchers
rarely, if ever, have examined father in volvement in re lati on to the fam ili al contex t in
which it occurs (Cummings & O ' Reill y, 1997). Yet fathers do not influence their
children in a co ntex tual vacuum . In most cases, the father-child relati onship occurs
within the broader contex t of the mother-child rel ati onship and the marital relati onship.
Locatin g the effects of positive paternal involvement within these two aspects of
fa mili al co ntext is necessary for three reason s. First, the quality of the marital
relatio nshi p and the mother-child relati onship are important correlates of a wide range of
child o utco mes (Cummings & Dav ies, 1994; Maccoby & Martin , 1983 ). Consequentl y,
the impact of marital relati onshi ps and maternal in volvement must be taken int o account
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to accuratel y understand any unique contribution that fathers make to the development of
their children .
Accounti ng for the direct effects of marital and mother-child relationships is
especially important considering the likel y possibility that positive patern al involve ment
is correlated with the qualit y of these relati onships, thus confounding any observab le
influence o n child outcomes. For example, ev idence consistently indicates that while
greater marital quality benefits both father-child and mother-child relation shi ps, poorer
marital quality has a greater negative impact on father-child relati onships th an on motherchild relationshi ps (Cummings & O ' Reill y, 1997; Snarey, 1993). Therefore, any negative
child o utcomes associated with decreased pos itive paternal invo lvement may be
confounded by the direct effect of poorer marital quality.
A second reason fo r studying positive paternal in volvement w ith in a familial
con tex t is the poss ibility of uncoveri ng ways in which such influence interacts with , or is
medi ated by. varying levels of quality in marital and mother-child relationships. For
example. alth ough positive paternal in vo lvement may be lower when marital quality is
low , th e influence of such in vo lvement may be more salient in the child's life-actin g as a
buffer aga in st the negati ve effects of marital confli ct or di sengagement.
A fina l reason for placing father involvement in a familial context has to do with
disentangling direct and indirect effects of paternal influence. As Lamb ( 1997a)
conc lu ded in hi s most recent rev iew of fatherhood, researchers are more commonl y
recogni zing " that indirect patterns of influence are pervas ive and perhaps more important
than direct... " (p. 3). Gi ven thi s growing consensus, researchers sho ul d attempt to
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disentangle the direct effects of pos itive paternal involvement not only from other direct
familial effects on child outcomes, but from the indirect effects fathers exert on children.
For example, men 's commitments to , and involvement with , their children are
closely related to their investment and involvement in a marital relationship (Doherty ,
1997). To the degree that fathers can be thought of as distinct members of the marital

dyad, the effects of marital quality on child outcomes are an indirect means by which
fathers influence their children . Furthern1ore, because marital quality has been shown to
influence the mother-child rel ationship (Cummings & Davies, 1994; Davies &
Cummings, 1994), the mother-chi ld relationship can also be thought of as a means by
which fat hers indirectly affect child outcomes. Consequently, locating father
invol vement within the context of the marital and mother-child relation ship is a first step
toward disentangling direct effects of pos iti ve paternal invol vement from indirect effects
of other paternal influences.

Statement of Purpose

The purpose of thi s research is to exp lore the sociali zing influence of positive
paternal in volvement within the broader familial context of marital and mother-c hild
relationships.

Conceptual Framework

Although fa therhood research has a long hi story, efforts at systemati c theory
building have o nl y recentl y appeared. Prev ious research was characterized by explorati o n
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of empirical relationships between variables chosen for their social salience, accompanied
by limited conceptual scaffolding (Hawkins & Palkovitz, 1997). Recently proposed
conceptual frameworks of positive paternal involvement do not encompass the research
objectives of this study (see Chapter 2 for detailed discussion of these frameworks) .
Consequently, ecological theory (Bronfenbrenner, 1986, 1989; Bubolz & Sontag, 1993)
was used as the conceptual framework of this study. The choice of ecological theory was
based on the primary objective of situating father's socializing influence within the
broader context of children's familial experience.

Ecological Theory
Ecological theory emphasizes the contextual framework of individual
development (Bretherton, 1993). Ecological theory organizes social context into various
levels of systemic process, ordered from the most immediate level/system of context to
the most remote. The scope of ecological theory renders it particularly suitable for
research linking intrafamilial process to extrafamilial conditions (Bronfenbrenner, 1986).
For the purposes of this research, ecological theory is particularly useful in its
specification of multiple direct and indirect contexts of development, as well as indirect
influences of more remote contexts. More than simply pointing out the importance of
context, ecological theory emphasizes the interrelationships among contextual subsystems
(Bretherton, 1993).

Indi vidual
Ecological theory defines the contextual framework with reference to a particular
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developing individual. Although the theory is capable of addressing the contextual
framework of fathers or other members of the family, in this study, the individual of
interest is the developing child.

Mi cros ystem
The most immediate level of context in which the indi vidual ch ild develops is the
microsystem . Microsystems are complex "pallerns of activities, roles, and interpersonal
relati o ns experienced by the deve lopin g person in a given face-to-face selling''
(Bronfenbrenner, 1989, p. 227). In this study, the famil y is the primary microsystem of
interest while the school microsystem also con tains some of the outcome vari ables of
interest.

Mesosystem
The mesosystem consists of the interaction between various microsystems. In thi s
study, the focus is more acc urate ly on interacti on within the family microsystem rather
than between the family and other microsystems .

Exosystem
The exosystem includes contex ts with which the developin g individu al does not
directl y interact, yet which nonetheless influence development. In thi s study, the parems
workplace is an exosystem which will be considered- to a limited degree- in
understanding the role of pos iti ve paternal involvement in children's development.
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Macrosystem
The macrosystem refers to the broader cultural context in which the individual
lives. Furstenberg ( 1988) argued that contemporary U.S. culture defines fatherhood and
marriage as a "package deal ," suggesting that men's involvement with chi ldren is closely
connected to marital dynamics. Such cu ltural definitions of fatherhood and family life are
assumed to influence the families exami ned in thi s research . Consequently, mac rosystem
element s are considered in thi s research via parents' attitudes , beliefs, and values
regardin g family life.

Chronosystem
The chronosystem consists of changes and continuities over time in th e variou s
system s out lin ed above. In thi s study, changes and continuities over time are considered,
to a very limited extent , through analyses of longitudinal data, but there is no attempt to
stud y the effects of longer terrn hi storical time or period effects.

Obj ecti ves and Research Question s

The main objective of the proposed research is to examine the influence of
positive paternal in volvement in chi ldren ' s lives within a broader fami li al contexts. ln
effect, what is proposed is an exploration of father invo lvement within a triadic (fathermother-child) context rather th an the more common ly examined dyadic (fath er-child)
context.
Three research questions resu lt with this shift in focus from dyadic to tri adic
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conceptualization: ( I ) What is the unique contribution of positive paternal
involvement- with respect to positive maternal invo lvement and marital qua lity-in
ch ildren' s development? (2) How does the influence of positive pate rnal involvement
interact with the influence of positive maternal involvement and marital quality in
determining c hildren 's devel opmen t? (3) To w hat degree do fathers indirectly influence
their ch ildren via the marital relationship and the mother-child re lati onship?
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

The Social Context of Contemporary Fatherhood Research

Recent interest in fatherhood has made perceptible a wide ran ge of complex
politi cal. economic , and value laden concerns about fathers and families. At the risk of
oversimplification , these concerns evolve around a fundamental question: do fathers
make a difference in families ? Although not traditionally included in scholarly review of
research , such concerns, particularly in the case of fatherhood research , are inextricably
connected with the history of relevant empirical findings. As such, these concerns are a
necessary part of understanding previous fatherhood research. Among those who have
made perceptible such concerns, three groups are parti cu larl y worthy of mention.

Concern for Single Mothers
The implication that fathers might make a difference has raised concerns among
supporters of women's and mothers' rights. Invoking a zero-sum paradigm , thi s
perspective views fathers ' gains in connection with single mothers' loses. Specificall y,
the suggestion that fathers are an important part of children's Jives invokes concerns that:
such research fuels long-standing biases against female-headed single-parent households:
increased services for fathers decrease services for single mothers; and "pro-fatherhood "
research may be used by fathers' ri ghts groups to gain the upper hand in their battle to
sway in their favor contemporary custody , child support , and visitati on arrangements after
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divorce (Doherty, Kouneski, & Erickson, 1998).

Concern About Family Decline
At another end of the spectrum are those concerned that THE American family is
an institution on the verge of disintegration. Increased interest in fatherhood has occurred
against the back drop of demographic trends indicating the rapid decline of the traditional
resident, biological father. High rates of divorce and record high births to single women
have combined to create a situation in which nearly 40% of all children in America today
do not live with their biological fathers (Popenoe, 1996). For those sharing such
concerns, the rise of the nonresident father, and his counterpart, the single-parent mother,
have become structural markers of family decline. Popenoe' s (1996) volume "Life
Without Father," and Blankenhorn's (1995) "Fatherless America" are scholarly
expositions of this association between family decline and the significance of fathers in
families. As presented in these works, involved, resident, biological fathers create
positive social and economic outcomes for themselves, their wives, their children, and
society as a whole (Blankenhorn, 1995; Popenoe, 1996). In the process of their reviews,
Popenoe ( 1996) and Blankenhorn ( 1995) present an impbcit yet tangible moral
imperative concerning the importance of fatherhood: simply stated, society must
encourage greater paternal involvement or risk self-destruction.

Postmodern Acknowledgment of Values
A third contingent raising concerns about the social context of fatherhood research
have their impetus in the rise of postmodern influence in the study of families. As
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proponents of postmodern sc ience slow ly erode the long held belief that science can or
ought to be val ue free, contemporary family research moves toward a practice of
acknowledging values as a means of accounting for their influence-rather than claiming
to be free of such influence (Ahlander & Bahr, 1995; Bahr & Bahr, 1996 ; Doherty, 1995;
Do herty, Boss, LaRossa, Schumm, & Stei nmetz, 1993; Gilgun , 1995 ; Knap & Thomas ,
1997 ; Mill er, 1992 ; Rodriguez, 1995; Tho mas & Marsh, 1995). Such a methodological
shi ft has typified recent efforts in fatherhood research. Several notab le fatherhood
researchers have examined the underlyi ng value structure or cu ltural ideals influencing
past research, and/or acknowledged a value position in their own work (Doherty, 1997 ;
Hawkin s & Dollahite, 1997a; LaRossa, 1997; Levine & Pitt, 1995 ; Pleck & Pl eck , 1997).
Hawkins and Doll ahite's ( 1997a) edited volume "Generative Fathering: Beyond
Deficit Perspectives," is perhaps the most value explic it exampl e of such a shift. In the
openin g chapter (Hawkins & Doll ah ite, 1997b), the ed itors characteri ze previous research
as far fro m value free. To the contrary, Haw kin s and Dollahite argue th at past fatherhood
research has evolved from impl ic it value posit ions referred to as "defi cit per pectives.'·
By moving " beyond " defic it perspecti ves, the authors propose not an increased effort to
maintain value free research but an alternative value posit ion , a "conceptual ethi c" of
fatherhood-a framework informed by the authors ' "scholarl y understandin gs, clinica l and
educational experiences, and deeply held beliefs about the importance of good fathe ring

fo r the next generation " (Do ll ahite eta!. , 1997, p. 18, italics added). Hawk ins and
Dollahite are by no means alone in their approach. Both Doherty and his associates
(Doherty eta!. , 1998). and Levine and Pitt ( 1995) have cited concerns about "deficit
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perspectives" and proposed simil ar conceptual frameworks: focusing o n definitions of
"responsible fat heri ng" which explicit ly incorporate a value position.
Although a seemingly "straight forward" empirical question , the degree to which
fathers may or may not influence their children ' s li ves is bound up in these broader soc ial ,
ideological , and political, and ethi ca l issues. Concerns for single mothers, concerns about
family decline, and concerns about non-productive value presuppos itions of past
fatherhood research (i.e., deficit perspectives) are part and parcel of the more tradi ti onal
empirical findings typically reviewed by fatherhood researchers. The detail s of how these
social phenomena have influenced the research presented in the fo ll owi ng review would
be the topic of another paper. For now , be forewarned that fatherhood research is,
perhaps now more than ever, firm ly entrenched within a powerful and comp lex soc ial
context.
On a personal note, this author welcomes the recognition of values as a long
overdue inevi tab ility of conduct ing research in the soc ial sc iences . In keeping with the
post -modern shift away from radical object ivity, I fee l inclined to acknow ledge my
agreement with researchers such as Hawkins, Dollahite, Doherty, and Levine. As a father
of three and a child of my own father, I share with these researchers a personal bias th at
fathers are, or rather ought to be, a vital ly important part of their children's li ves; and that
chi ldren greatly benefit from an involved relationship with a responsible father.

H istorical Context of Patern al In vo lvement Research

The history of fatherhood research could be construed as an increas ing awareness
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of the erroneous presuppositi ons which have guided past studies. From the earli est
scientific efforts to understand the role of fathers in families , researchers were startled to
learn that their oversimplified hypotheses of fatherhood, heavily informed by cultural
ideal s, were not confirmed by empirical data. For example, early researchers
hypothes izin g th at fath ers made a significant contribution to sons' gender-ro le
development were surprised to learn that measures of masculinity for fathers and sons
were uncorrelated (Lamb, 198 1). To be sure, researchers have learned much about
fatherhood. But thi s know ledge was created as a result of iterati ve refin ements in the
questions, hypotheses, and methods put forward by researchers onl y after they were made
increas ingly aware of what they di d not know, and had taken for granted, about
fatherhood .
Conseq uentl y, although a comprehens ive review of fatherh ood research would
require mult ipl e vo lumes , cutting-edge researchers in this fi eld are sti ll in the process of
calling fo r and proposing concepmal and operati onal definition s of paternal in volve ment
(Doherty et al. , 1998; Do ll ahite et al. , 1997; Hawk ins & Palkovitz, 1997 ; Palkov itz,
1997). In short, fatherhood researchers have learned much , but still kno w relati vely littl e.
Initi al investigation s of fatherhood aimed at understanding paternal influence as
an antecedent (i.e ., of child development) rather than a consequence (i.e. , of indi vidual.
famili al, or cultural factors). Lamb ( 1986) and Pedersen ( 1987) presented parti all y
overlappin g accounts of the researc h traditions which composed these early stud ies and
how they contributed to understanding of paternal influence. A framework based o n both
authors' accounts identi fies the fo ll owi ng three research traditi ons: correlational stud ies.
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father-absence studies, and stud ies of increased paternal involvement. Although a
detailed review of these traditions is not prerequisite to the current study, the overall
contributi on of these traditions is an important aid to better understanding current
research .

Correlational Studies
Many early studies of paternal influence examined correlations between paternal
characteristics or characterist ics of the father-child relationship and child characteristics.
lnformed by cultural images prevalent between the 1940s and the 1960s, most of these
studies focu sed on the correlation between fat hers ' s and sons' masculinity. Other topics
of study included paternal characteristics such as authoritarianism and father-c hil d
relati ons hip characteristics such as warmth , closeness, and hostility.
Surprisingly for the time, researchers were unable to document consistent
correlati o ns between fat hers ' and sons' masc ulinity (Lamb, 1986). But foc usi ng on the
q uali ty of the father-child re lat ionship proved more empiricall y rewarding. Father-child
relati onship characteri st ics of warmth and closeness proved to be important correlates of
sex-role development, achi evement , and psychosoc ial adjustmen t (Biller, 1971; Radi n,
198 1). Researchers were aga in surprised: warmth and closeness we re traditiona ll y seen
as feminin e characteri stics that were associated with maternal influence. In short, the
long-term contribution of this research tradition was the conclusio n that mothers and
fathers influence children in simi lar-rather than di ss imilar-ways; and that fathers
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influence ch ildren via their characteristics as fathe rs, rather than their characteri stics as

men (Lamb, 1986).

Father Absence Studies
At the height of the corre lati onal fatherhood studies of the 50s, researchers turned
their attention to understanding fatherhood by designing studies in which fami li es with
fa thers were compared to families without fathers. A lthough highly controversial, the
results of these studies indi cated th at boys growing up without fath ers were more like ly to
develop problems wi th respect to sex-role and gender-identity, school performance,
psychosocial adjustment , and aggressive behavior (Bi ller, 1974).
These studies were eventuall y criticized for their lack of ri gor and lack of
appropriate controls, including SES (Herzog & Sudia, 1973). As Pedersen ( 1987)
pointed out, what constitutes an appropri ate control for SES becomes problematic when
o ne considers the "breadwinner" role of fatherhood. Father absence studies presupposed
that the on ly difference between intact fami lies and father-absent fami lies was the
presence or lack of a fat her. But most father-absent fa milies occurred as a result of
divorce, which often exposed chi ldren to additional influences including some or all of
the fo ll owing shown to create negative outcomes for children : the absence of a co-parent,
fee lings of abandonment , economic stress, emotional stress, and pre-divorce (and postdivorce) marita l conflict (Amato, 1993 ; Amato & Keith, 1991 ; Hetherington , Cox , &
Cox , 1982 ; Lamb, 1987). Consequentl y, poor child outcomes documented in father
absent families may not resu lt from the absence of the father.
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Such criticism led to acknowledgment of a more fundamental problem underlying
the logic of the design of these studies: the assertion that a deficit-based research
paradigm can provide meaningful information about the actual behavior and influence of
fathers in families rests precariously upon specu lation and inference (Pedersen, 1976). ln
other words, these studies made inferences about the role of fathers in child development
based on data from families in which fathers' multiple roles go unfulfilled and may have
been inappropriately fulfilled. Consequently, Lamb ( 1986) summarized the contribution
of thi s research tradition by suggesting that it facilitated recognition of the need to assess
fathers ' multiple roles as breadwi nners, parents, and husbands in understanding their
influence on children's development.

Studies of Primary-Caregiving and
Rol e-Sharing Fathers
A third and final research tradi tion identified by Lamb ( 1986) invol ves the
opposite of father-absence studies: understanding paternal influence by comparing
" trad iti ona l" families with families in which fathers either shared (at least40-45 %) or
were primarily responsible for in-home child care. Reviewers of these studies concluded
that children with highly involved fathers demonstrated increased cognitive competence ,
greater internal locus of control , increased empathy, and decreased sex-stereotyped beliefs
( Lamb, 1986, 1997a; Lamb, Pleck, & Levine, 1985). Russel' s ( 1986) review of thi s
research expressed far less confidence in any general conclusions, citing the limited
number of studies-"all of which have o ne or more major methodological in adequacies"
(p. 42). Nevertheless, Russel conc luded , contrary to Lamb, that the most remarkable
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pattern of findings of thi s research tradition was the absence of any dramatic positive or
negati ve effect o n children hypothesized by researchers. In other words , Russel made the
same assert ion about the contribution of this fatherhood research that Lamb made about
early correlational studies: paternal and maternal influences are more similar than
dissimilar.
ln summarizing the contribution of thi s research tradition, Lamb ( 1986) cau tioned
that the benefits of increased paternal involvement may have mo re to do with the context
accompanying such involvement. For example, increased patern al involvement resulting
from unwelcomed unemployment is li kely to have less beneficial conseq uences for
children (Russel, 1986). Favorable child outcomes may result not so much from the time
fathers spend with children but how fathers feel about the increased in vo lvement as we ll
as how their partners feel about, and benefit fro m, their invo lvement. Lamb ( 1986)
concluded that the contributi on of this research was to hi ghlight the need for a broader
contex tu al understandin g of the influence of fathers in child development by tak in g into
account the comp lex ity of fami ly dynamics surro und ing fathers ' multiple roles within the
family .

Patern al Invo lvement

During the 80s, researchers turned thei r attention to addressing the growing social
concerns that ch ildren were not getting enough fathering, and fathers were not doi ng thei r
fair share to reduce the childreari ng burdens of working mothers (Pleck, 1997). Research
significantly shi fted focus from the quality of fat hers and or fat heri ng (i.e., masculinity,
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warmth, hostility, playfulness) , to the quantity of fathering . Paternal involvement-as
opposed to the mere presence of a father, or the quality of his behavi ors in the
home-emerged as a " new" research interest with its own unique conceptu al, operational,
and methodological issues.
Lamb, Pleck, Charnov, and Levine ( 1985, 1987) proposed a content-free construct
of patern al involvement-and parental involvement in general-<:omposed of three unique
elements: engagement, availability, and responsibility for the child ' s care-as opposed to
just the performance of care. W ithin Lamb and others ' conceptual framework , paternal
engagement referred to direct interaction wi th the child, such as child care, leisure, or
play. Availability represented the fathers potential interaction with the child as defin ed
by th e amount of time the father is present or accessible to the child. Respon sibility
reflected the amount of time the father spent maki ng sure the child was cared for :
selecti o n and management of altern ative child care, scheduling appointments with
pediatric ian s, participating in key dec isions, and ava il ability at short noti ce. Such a
conceptua li zati on recogni zed that paternal in volvement is more th an direct interaction
with the child- such as child care, lei sure, or pl ay. Parents also spend time making
arrangements for the child' s non -parental care, and one or both parents have to be
accessible to their child even when not engaged in direct interaction .
Lamb, Pleck , Charnov, and Levine' s ( 1985, 1987) framework became the guid ing
construct of paternal involvement research . Researchers interested in the social questi ons
of th e day adopted Lamb and others ' framework to study how much fatherin g children
were gett ing and how much fat hers were doing in re lat io n to mothers. Recen tl y, Pleck
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( 1997) conducted a comprehensive review and analysis of studies during the 1980s and
1990s investigating the answers to these questions about father involvement.

Paternal Responsibility
Paternal responsibility is the least researched of Lamb and others' three
components of paternal involvement. Although there is some indicatio n that average
level s of paternal responsibility are slow ly increasing (Robinson , Andreyenkov , &
Patrashev , 1988), the limited studi es avai lab le suggest that fathers' average share of
responsi bility is considerably lower than mothers'--even when mothers are emp loyed full
time (Lamb et al., 1987; Les lie, Anderson , & Branson, 1991; McBride & Mills, 1993 ;
Peterson & Gerson, 1992). Similarly, research indi cates that fathers' average share of
paternal responsibility is lower than their share of engagement or availabi lity (McBride &
Mills , 1993). Pleck (1997) indicated that the limited studies to date, focusing primarily
on respon sibility for makin g alternative child-care arrangements , have "yet to identify any
chil d-care task for which fathers have primary responsibi lity" (p. 73).

Engagement and Availability
Averaging across studies from the 1980s and 1990s , Pl eck ( 1997) reported that
fathers' proportion of engagement was 43.5 % that of mothers, wh ile accessibi li ty was
65.6% that of mothers. Pleck noted that these figures are somewhat hi gher than
corresponding data from the 1970s and early 1980s.
With respect to abso lute levels of paternal engagement and accessibility , Plec k
( 1997) found that fathers were more engaged and accessible with you ng children than
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with adolescents. According to Pleck, the best available estimate of paternal engagement
fo r fathers of young children was 1.9 hours per weekday, and 6.5 hours for Sundays. For
fathers of adolescents, Pleck' s best estimate was 0 .5 to 1.0 hours per weekday, and 1.4 to
2.0 hours for Sundays. Pleck also found that fathers of adolescents spen t more time with
sons th an with daughters. As might be expected given the nature of the constructs , Pleck
also found th at absolute levels of accessibility were hi gher than engagement: rangi ng
from 2.8 to 4.9 hours per day for children and 2.8 hours per day for adolescents.

Positive Parental Invo lvement

By focusing on the quantity of paternal involvement, researchers accurately
documented contemporary levels of paterna l involvement both in terms of their abso lute
values as we ll as their relation to levels of maternal in vo lvement. However, as
researchers attempted to draw connections between measures of the q uantity of paternal
invo lvemen t and ch ild outcomes , an implicit shift occurred toward qualitatively positive
paternal involvement (Pieck, 1997). In designi ng measures and studi es capa bl e of
di scovering any associati on between the quantity of paternal in volvement and improved
chi ld o ut comes, researchers implicitly gravitated toward aspects of paternal invo lvement
which woul d-based upon tacit theoreti cal considerations-more likely yield favorab le
child outcomes. Pleck (1997) has drawn attention to this shift and suggested that positive
paternal invo lvement is a more helpful construct in tern1s of its research potential.
Palkov itz ( 1997) identified six mi sconceptions which resulted from the wide
spread adopti on of Lamb , Pleck, Charnov , and Levi ne's ( 1985, 1987 ) conceptual
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framework of parenting. Two of Palkovitz 's critiques are particularly important. First,
more involvement is not necessarily better. Rather, one would hypothesize that more

positive involvement is better. Second, positive involvement is multidimensional and
dynamic: fluctuating across time and context within families. Consequently, one
particular aspect of involvement , such as time spent in vocalization , should not be taken
as a comprehensive, stat ic measure of paternal involvement.

Conceptual Frameworks of Positive
Involvement
Although researchers have begun to explicitly examine, and implicitly make
corrections for, limitations of the previous paradigm, no single construct has managed to
define the current research interest in quan ti ty and quality of paternal involvement. In
truth , fatherhood research has been short on systematic theory buildin g since its inception .
Previous research was characteri zed by exploration of empirical relationships between
variables chosen for their soc ial salience. accompanied by limited conceptual scaffoldin g
(Doherty et al. , 1998 ; Dollahite & Hawkins, 1996). However, current interest in
fatherhood research accompanied by a sh ift in interest toward qualitatively positive
involvement has created an environment which seems more conducive to theory building.
Recently three theories of positive paternal involvement have been proposed: Palkovitz' s

in volved fathering (1997); the framework of responsible fathering proposed by Doherty,
Kouneski, and Erickson ( 1998) , and the conceptual ethic of generative fathering
o ri ginall y proposed by Dollahite and others ( 1997) and expanded in Dollahite and
Hawkins ( 1996). Although these frameworks were not incorporated in the present study,
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a brief overview provides useful insights into the current focu s and directio n of
fatherhood theory and research.
Involved fathering . Palkov itz ( 1997), focusing primarily on the impact of
involvement on fathers ' adult development, proposed a comprehensive model of positive
paternal involvement refered to as involved fathe ring. Palkovitz ' s conception of involved

fa thering portrayed the vast complexity of human acti on which falls unde r the definition
of posi tive paternal involvement. Composed of 15 dimension s (e.g., teachin g, caregiving ,
providing), three domains (cognitive, affective, behavioral), seven continu a (e.g. ,
appropriateness, observability, proximity), and four factors--<:onsisting of contextual and
temporal variation s-involved fa thering prov ided a greater appreciati on for the complexity
of paternal involvement in al l its form s and contexts.
Yet, Palkovitz ' s ( 1997) e mphasis on adult developme nt Jed him to tacitly adopt
the father' s perspecti ve as the locus and criterion of involvement. Many aspects of
Palkovitz ' model , such as the proximity, salience, and affective qu ality of in volvement
were defined in terrns of the parental perspective. Consequentl y, Palkov itz's involved

fa thering is likely to produce a richer account of men's subj ective understandings of
fatherhood. Yet as applied to the tas k of establishing connections between paternal
involvement and child outcomes, defining pos itive involveme nt in terms of the father 's
perspecti ve becomes problematic.
Posi ti ve in volvement is grounded in the supposition that some form s of
involvement are more responsive to the chi ld ' s developme ntal needs , and therefore to
chi ld outcomes. Consequently, positive involvement must be linked to improved c hil d
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outcomes either logicall y, intuitively, or through already existing empirical research in
child development. Yet, by grounding involvement in the paternal perspective, Palkov itz
included much in his framework which, like purely quantitative invo lvement , is not
necessarily connected to positive child outcomes. For example, Palkovitz ( 1997)
provided the example of a father who thinks about and misses hi s children while he is
away on a business trip as an example of non-proxi mal , cogniti ve, and affective
invo lvement. Yet, children of an absen tee father who frequentl y misses them are not
necessaril y like ly to have better o utcomes th an children of an absentee father who is not
as affectively involved. In sum , Palkovitz 's framework proves more helpful as a guide
for research examining the posi tive influence paternal involvement may have for fathers,
and less helpfu l as a guide for researchers examining the positive influence of paternal
involvement for children.
Responsible fathering. Doherty et al. (I 998) presented a conceptual framework of
positive paternal involvement which they refer to as responsible fathering . Building
upon Levine and Pitt 's ( 1995) four domains of responsi ble fath erin g-es tab li shing lega l
paternity, presence vs. absence, economic support, and involvement with
children- Doherty et al. proposed a systemic , ecological framework capable of organizing
the totality of contextual factors which constitute fathering. Centerin g on the father-child
relations hip, the framework is useful in exami ning how factors within the family- such as
the coparent relationship, the mother, the child, and the mother-child relationship-as well
as a host of facto rs outside the family influence the father-child relat ionship. Based on
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their review, the authors argued that fathering, more so than mothering, is influenced by
such factors.
Unlike Palkovitz ' s ( 1997) focus on adult development of fathers , Doherty et at.
( 1998) were more concerned with the development of positive father-c hild relationships;
their explicit assumption and value stance was that "children need and deserve active,
involved fathers throughout their childhood and adolescence" (p. 279). Consequently, the
authors implicitly assumed that responsible fathering has a positive, meaningful influence
in the lives of children. Doherty et at. argued that children ' s need for responsible
fathering is grounded in more general needs for predictability, nurturance, appropriate
limit setting, economic security, a cooperative relationship between parents, and varying
other needs ac ross the developmental stages of childhood and adolescence. However, by
focu sing their model on the father-child relation ship and assuming that responsible

fat hering has a positive influence upon ch ildren , Doherty et at. effectively ski rted the
questions of how, under what conditi ons, and to what degree fathers positively influence
their children- it is simply assumed that they do.
As with Palkovitz's ( 1997) framework , the explanatory objecti ve of responsible

fatherin g is slightly off the mark for researchers focused on establishing connections
between paternal involvement and child o utcomes. By relegating the connection between
paternal involvement and positive child outcomes to the realm of assumption s, Doherty et
at. ( 1998) located such phenomena beyond the explanatory power of their framework.
Generative fathering. Although primarily focusing on fathers' adu lt development ,
Dollahite, Hawkins , and their associates (Dollahite & Hawkins, 1996; Dol lahite et at. ,
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1997; Hawki ns, C hri stiansen , Sargent, & Hill , 1993; Hawkins & Doll ahite, 1997b)
proposed a framework of paternal invo lvement which distingui shed positive involveme nt
from other form s of involvement in terms of various positive outcomes for the father and

the child. Drawing upon the psychosocial developmental framework of Erikson ( 1950,
1959}, the authors argued that both adult fathers and their children are at stages of
development in which they may benefi t from appropriate invo lvement with each other.
With reference to Erikson ( 1950, 1959) and Snarey ( 1993}, Hawkins and Doll ah ite call ed
their framework generative fa thering. The authors classified their framewo rk as a

conceplllal ethic of fathering in that it suggests what is possible rather than describing
what is real.

Generative fath ering, at the most fundam ental level , was defined as "fathering
that meets the needs of children by working to create and maintain a developi ng eth ical
relationship w ith them" (Dollahite et al. , 1997, p. 18). The most recent expansion and
revision of the framework presupposed spec ific needs of children (e.g ., securi ty and
continuity, resources and opportunities, attenti on and accommodati on) resultin g from
seven chall enges of the human conditi on (e.g., dependency, scarcity, chan ge) loosely ti ed
to Erikson' s first seven stages of psychosoc ial development (Doll ahite & Haw kin s. 1996).
These needs in tum were conceptuall y linked to seven types of generative work (e.g.,
ethical work, stewardship work, developmental work) fathers can, and ought to, perform
to address children' s needs. These seven types of generative work are in tum linked to
seven desired resul ts for fathers and children (e.g. , involved fathers and secure chi ldren .
respons ible fa thers and confident children, responsive fathers and purposeful children).
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ln thi s way, generative fathering establishes firm conceptual links between children ' s
needs, fathers ' involvement , and children's outcomes.
Yet as a framework, generative fathering is in its infancy . Further, becau se it is a
conceptual ethi c-describing what is possible rather than what is real-the authors were
less restricted by the burden to tailor the framework to fit available empirical evidence or
clinical experience. Consequently, the authors have yet to refine the model through
operationalization and empirical evidence. As such, the model currently includes
definitions outlined in the most general terms, as well as relationships between variables
not yet addressed in scientific research.
In sum , three conceptual frameworks were recently proposed to guide and
organi ze research on positive paternal involvement. One, Palkovit z's ( 1997) involved

fathering, focused on positive invo lvement in terms of its impact in the lives of fathers.
A second, Doherty and others' ( 1998) responsible fathering , focused on positive
invo lvement in terms of the factors which influence its likelihood. Finally, Doll ah ite and
Hawkins' ( 1996) conceptual ethic of generative fathering focused on positive
involvement in terms of developmental benefits for both fathers and children. These
three frameworks reflect the current interest in , and direction of, research regardin g
positive paternal involvement. Although more specifically addressed in Doherty and
others' framework , all three model s are a respon se to the current social concern that
fathers shou ld become more involved in the lives of chi ldren. The soc ial questions of the
80s regarding whether or not chi ldren were getting enough fatherin g, and whether or not
fathers were doing their fair share, seem to have been answered with a resounding "no."
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Consequentl y, researchers have turned their attention to the task of understanding the
factors which encourage and inhibit positive paternal involvement (e .g., Doherty and
others' respons ible fath ering), as well as pro viding conceptual frameworks th at moti vate
fathers in the direction of increased paternal involvement (e.g., generative fath ering
characteri zed past conceptuali zations of fathers as deficit perspecti ves).
On the whole, fatherhood researchers continue to accept as a "given" that fathers
do or can have a positi ve influence in the lives of children. In response to current
statistics indicating the limited quantity of father-child involvement , researchers seem to
have shifted their attention to efforts aimed at increasing such in volvement. As such. the
driving force of fatherh ood schol arship has shifted hands from child developmentali sts to
adult deve lopmentali sts and famil y scho lars. Consequently, research attempting to
doc ument the ex tent to which patern al in vo lvement does or can have a posit ive influence
in the li ves of children has been eclipsed by the more immediate social concern to
increase and improve fath er' s in vo lvement with their children.

The Ass umpti on of Meaningful
Paternal Influence
The assumption that fath ers influence children in meanin gful ways yet to be
documented through empirical research is neither new nor unfounded. Lewis ( 1997)
suggested " that as earl y as the I970s wave of fatherhood research ... there was a strong
convicti on th at men mu st have an influence on their children 's development " (p. 122).
Lewi s ex pl ained that the major theories of the day-psychoanalysis and social learnin g
theory-stressed the importance of the same sex parent. Furthermore, the meth od
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commonly used to explore paternal influence lent itself to speculation that fathers made
important, unique contributions to their children's development. Specifically, past
researchers commonly observed mother- and father-child interaction in an attempt to
document differences between mothers and fathers , differences which would justify
speculation of unique paternal influences. For example, research examining differences
in parent-child interaction with infants characteristically focused on the minute details of
face-to-face interactions, while research examining parental differences with preschoolers
characteristically focused on parent-child linguistic interaction (Lewis, 1997). Where
researchers were successful in documenting even slight differences in father- and motherchild interaction, they commonly speculated about the likelihood of paternal effects.
Yet subsequent research often failed to link such differences between mothers and
fathers to specific child outcomes, perhaps due to the fact that father-mother differences
are often small (Lamb, 1997b; Lewis, 1997). As Lewis's ( 1997) review of research
addressing fathers and preschoolers concluded, "If there are differences between mothers
and fathers , these are not easy to measure and do not have demonstrable effects on the
child 's development, as was once simply assumed in the child development literature"
(pp. 141-142). For example, fathers' speech directed toward children is characteristically,
slightly different from that of mothers, yet researchers have been unable to determine if
such subtle differences affect children (Lamb, 1997b; Lewis, 1997).
Lamb (1997b) suggested that "some of the speculation concerning paternal
influences focus less on the specific differences in maternal and paternal styles than on
the fact that they differ in many ways" (p. 117). Citing examples relevant to infant
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development , Lamb explained that infants may more readily learn to recognize the
characteristic features of mothers when frequently exposed to characteristically distinct
features of fathers; or mothers ' and fathers' different types of interaction may increase
infant awareness of social styles and facilitate perceptual sensitivity to such differences,
thus contributing to the development of social competence.
As a result of these specific and general differences between mothers and fathers ,
researchers have come to assume, believe, or otherwise suspect that fathers w ield subt le
yet real influence in the lives of their children. However, as will be shown, findings from
paternal involvement studies are not unambiguously conclusive.

Positive Paternal Involvement and
Older Research
Although research emphasis on positi ve paternal involvement is a relatively recent
pheno menon. o lder research on paternal influence provides signi fica nt insigh ts as to the
ro le positive involvement may play in the lives of children. Specifically, early
correlati ona l studies and studies of prim ary caregiver fathers and role sharing fathers ha ve
generated findings which , hypotheticall y, cou ld be attributed to the effect of positive
paternal in vo lvement. Consequent ly, before considering recent research spec ificall y
address in g the influence of positive paternal invo lvement in the lives of children,
ev idence from these past traditions of research is reconsidered.
Earl y correlati onal studies. Before the quantity of paternal involvement became a
salient research interest , early correlational studies, sim il ar to current positi ve
invo lvement research , emph as ized the quality of parent-chi ld interaction . As prev iously
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mentioned, early correlational studies documented the influence of various paternal
characteristics on a range of child outcomes (B iller, 1981 ; Hoffman , 1981 ; Radin , 1981 ).
Typically, paternal characteristics have been found to impact children even when fathers
are re latively uninvolved, and have subsequently been interpreted as distinct sources of
influence in relation to paternal involvement (Pleck, 1997).
However, in addition to dealing with relatively fixed paternal characteri st ics (e.g .,
masculinity, locus of control) this category of research also included studies of fatherchild relationship/interaction characteristics which bear a striking resemblence to what
o ne might consider components of posit ive paternal involvement (e .g., warm , affectionate
interaction). Indeed , these relationship characteristics were often operationally defined
throu gh observat ion of father-child interactions. Co nsequentl y, al th ough such studi es of
fa ther-chi ld relation ship characteri stics did not address quantitative levels of involvement
per se, they may have in advertant ly addressed qualitative dimensions of involvement.
For example , Radin (1976) observed fathers interacting with their 4-year-olds and found a
positive association between father ' s nurturing behaviors and children 's intelligence test
scores in both cross-sectional and longitudinal analysi s. Studies such as Radin 's blur the
distinction between early correlational research and recent studies of positive paternal
invo lvement. As such , studies operationalizing paternal characteri stics in the form of
interactio nal styles such as warmth , nunurance, and restricti veness have some bearing on
the effect of posi tive paternal involvement in the lives of children.
Much of the research examining the influence of fathers on children 's cogniti ve
deve lopment, for example, occurred in th e heyday of these early corre lati onal studies.
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Such research characteristically employed cross-sectional data to document associations
between paternal interaction characteristi cs (such as wannth) and chi ld outcomes in the
cogniti ve domain (such as intelligence test scores and academic perfonnance).
In her review of studies from the 50s through the 70s, Radin ( 1981 ) found several
trends in the relationship between paternal characteristics and ch ildren's cogn it ive/
academic development. Of particular note, Radi n concluded that paternal nurturance was
pos iti vely associated with cognitive competence for sons but not daughters ; while
paternal interest in academic progress was associated with intellectual development for
daughters, but not sons. Furthermore, authoritarian paternal behavior and intense
paterna l involvement in problem-solving activi ties were negatively assoc iated with
academ ic competence for both sons and daughters.
Chi ldren's sex-role development is another area in which the find ings of early
correlational stud ies may, to some degree, reflect the consequences of positive paternal
involvement. Although the paternal characteristic of masculinity was shown to be
uncorrelated with sons' masculinity, the quality of the father-son relat ionshi p proved an
important correlate of mascu lini ty. As Lamb ( 1997a) explained in his review:
Boys seemed to confo rm to the sex-role standards of their culture when their
relationships with their fathers were warm, regardless of how "masc uline" the
fathers were, even though warmth and intimacy have traditionally been seen as
feminine characteristics. (p. 9)
Such findin gs are consistent wi th research indi catin g that children of homosex ual fathers
are no more likely to be homosex ual , effeminate, or maladjusted (Patterson & Chan ,
1997).
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ln summary, to the degree that c haracteri stics of father-child interaction can be
construed as dimensions of positive paternal involvement, early correlational studies
suggest that such positive involvement may benefit chi ldren in terms of their cogniti ve
and sex rol e de velopment, while negative paternal involvement- in addition to the Jack of
positive paternal involvement-may prove a defi cit to c hildren 's cognitive development.
Studies of primary-caregiving and role-sharing fathers. ln response to the early
researc h tradition of father absence stud ies-which attempted to understand the influence
of fathers by examining the outcomes when fathers were less, or not at all,
involved-studi es of primary-caregiving and role-shari ng fathers const ituted an innovative
atte mpt to examine the effects of increased paternal in volvement. ln a n era when
researchers were interested in understanding involveme nt as a purel y quantitati ve
concept , studies of primary-caregiving and ro le-sharing fathers were deemed suspect by
rev iewers based on the li kelihood that the su bjec ts of these studies were different from
typica l fathers in aspects other than level of involvement (e.g. , Lamb. 1986 ; Russel ,
1986). Lamb ( 1986) suggested that the impact of high paternal in volvement in these
stud ies may have been confounded wi th at least two other phenomena in the fami li es
studi ed : fat he rs desired the hi gher level of involvement, and mothers desired the hi ghe r
level o f father' s involvement.
Setting aside the question of how mothers ' greater satisfacti on wi th child -care
arangements and the marriage may have in fluenced chi ldren 's outcomes in these st ud ies ,
Lamb 's ( 1986) suggestion about fathers' desi re for greater invo lvement is significant. As
La mb put it , "What matte rs is not so much who is at home, but how that person feels
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about being at home, for the person's feelings will color the way he or she behaves with
the children" (p. 17). In effect, Lamb suggested that the quality of patern al in volvement
in studies of primary-caregivers and role-sharing fathers was likel y confounding the
effects of increased patern al in volvement. Specifically, the quality of invo lvement in
these studies may have been unch aracteristicall y positive . Consequently, thi s research
tradition is worthy of reconsiderati on in li ght of the current interest in positi ve
in volve ment.
As previously mentioned , paternal involvement in studies of primary-cargi ving
and role-sharing fathers has been linked to chi ldren's greater cognit ive competence,
internal locus of control , greater empathy, and less gender-role stereotypi ng (Lamb , 1986;
Radi n, 1994). This commonly ci ted conclusion (e.g., Lamb, 1997a; Pleck , 1997) was
based on evidence from five studies conducted in three different countries; and all ,
accordi ng to Ru ssel ( 1986) had "one or more major methodological in adequacies" (p.
42). However, rather than focus on the valid ity or generalizability of findings , the studi es
are considered here in terms of the connecti ons they suggest between posi tive paternal
in volvement and children's development.
First, of the two studies which exami ned cogni ti ve outcomes, one confirmed that
fathers who were more in volved went to greater lengths than fathers in traditional
fami lies to stimulate their children ' s cognitive growth (Radin , 1982). In other words,
fathers in the two groups di ffered not only in terms of the quantity of involvement, but
also the quali ty. Specifically, fa thers with the more cognitive ly " positive" in volvement
had children wi th better cognit ive outcomes.
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The second item of interest in these studies involves the finding of improved
empathy for children. Both Radin ( 1982) and Sagi ( 1982) examined the relationship
between primary-caregiving and ro le-sharing fathers and children ' s level of empathy.
Radin 's study, conducted in the U.S., found no relationship , whil e Sagi, studying Israeli
c hildre n, found a positive association. The studies provided a possible explanation for
this difference via fathers' self-report and chi ldren 's perception s of fathers. In the Radin
study, fat hers in the nontradi tional, high-involvement group were no more nurturing than
fathers in traditional families. Furthermore, chi ldren in the high-involvement group
perceived their fathers as more punitive when compared to the children from traditional
families. Thi s trend was reversed in the Israeli fami lies: Israeli fat hers in the high invo lvement group where much more nurtu ring than traditional fa thers or fathers in the
U.S.; and the ir chi ldren perc ieved them as less punitive when compared to children in
traditional families. Although Israeli fathers also reported significant ly hi gher levels of
involvement, differences in the quality of involvement provide a more compelling
explanati on of connicting results.

In accord with Lamb 's ( 1986) suggestion that quantitative and q ualitative aspects
of in vo lvemen t may have been confou nded in studies of primary-caregiving and roleshari ng fathers , these studies do suggest connections between positive paternal
in vo lvement and child outcomes. Specificall y, when fathers are more nurturing and take
greater effort to cognitively stimulate chi ldren , chi ldren benefit through increased
empathy and improved cognitive development.
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Positive Paternal Involvement and
Child Outcomes
The following section focuses on research addressing what Pleck ( 1997) has
referred to as positive paternal engagement (i.e., positive paternal involvement restricted
to dire::<.:! fathc::r-child interaction). An important caveat is that some of the studies
reviewed here deal with purel y quantitative measures of involvement whil e others more
accurately reflect positive involvement. Further complicating matters, the operational
boundary between involvement and positive involvement is not always easily discernible.
For example, one could argue, as Pleck ( 1997) did , that the frequency of father-ch il d play
is a measure of positive paternal involvement-presumably based on findings that play is
developmentally sti mul ating to young chi ldren, and th at such interaction reflects a
qua li tative distinction not included in content-free measures of shared time.
A lternatively, Dollahite and Hawk ins ( 1996) mi ght argue that posi ti ve father-child play is
not accurately reflected in frequency data- based upon their assertion that positive play
takes effort (e.g. , fathers must work at winding down from stressful jobs, res ist the urge to
overcorrect while teaching a new game, avoid over-competitivenes). Consequent ly,
where possible, attention will be given to the form of involvement reviewed: purely
quantitative versus positive.
Finally, because most studies of father invo lvement incorporate correlational data,
research findings mu st be interpreted with caution. An underlying premise of the current
study is that chi ldren develop in family systems in which all parties influence and are
influenced by one another. Consequently, cross-sect ional findings suggestive of paternal
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influence may not always be as they appear. For example, Clarke-Stewart ( 1978)
observed 15- to 30-month-olds and found that children ' s intellectual competence was
correlated wi th measures assess ing the quality of both maternal and paternal in volvement ;
yet longitudinal analysis of these relationships indicated that maternal invol vement
affected the children' s development which in turn affected paternal invo lvement. In other
words, although patern al involvement is a determinant of variation in the development of
children, one must not forget that it is also a consequence of variation in chi ldren and
families (e.g ., Bell, 1968; Sameroff & Chandler, 1975).
Attachment. The quantity of paternal involvement during infancy has been shown
to yield on ly minimal direct effect on infant attachment (Lamb, 1987, 1997a; Lamb,
Pleck, C harnov, & Levine, 1985). This lack of find in gs has been anributed to the
likelihood th at fathers' interaction styles are more important th an purely quantitati ve
measures of interaction in determining anachment outcomes (Lamb, 1987, 1997b ; Lamb,
Pleck, Charnov, & Levine, 1985).
Thi s suggestion is typical of the shi ft from paternal invol vement as a purely
quantitative variable to more recent conceptualizati ons of positive paternal involve ment.
As researchers and reviewers found that purely quantitative measures of paternal
in volvement failed to account for variations in child outcomes, they speculated that the
quality of interactions may exp lai n the variability and account for the lack of findings.
Accordingly, Cox, Owen, Henderson, and Margand ( 1992) found th at fathers who spent
more time with their 3-month-olds, and who were more affecti onate and positive in thei r
ani tudes , had more securely attached infants at the end of the firs t year. Simil arl y, Jarvis
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and Creasey ( 1991 ) found that infant-father attachment is more likely to be insecure for
fathers reporting high levels of stress, suggest ing a possible link via the mediating
innuence of the quality of father-infant interactions.
Research addressing the effect of infant-father attachment on children ' s
development has yielded conn icting results. Among infants rai sed in Swedish nontraditional (pri mary-caregiver and role-sharing fathers) homes and Israeli kibutzim,
secure infant-fathers attachment was positively associated with greater sociabi lity with
strangers (Lamb, Hwang, Frodi, & Frodi , 1982; Sagi , Lamb, & Gardener, 1986).
A lternatively , Main , Kaplan , and Cassidy ( 1985 ) found that infant-mother attac hment,
and not infant-father attachment , predicted chi ldren ' s confidence in interactin g with a
strange adu lt at age 5-6. Suess, Gross man , and Sroufe ( 1992) found that the best
predictions of 5-year-olds' play, connict resolution, and problem behaviors resulted from
both infant-mother and infant-father attachmen t at age I , with secure attachment to both
parents predicting the best outcomes. Finall y, Youngblade and Belsky ( 1992) found that
secure infant-father attachment at the end of the first year predi cted less synchronous
interact ion with a close or best friend at age 5. Alth ough contrad ictory, these studies
suggest overall that infan t-father attachment plays a secondary role to infant-mother
attac hme nt in determining child outcomes.
Fagot and Kavanagh ( 1993) found , in relation to both parents , that insec urely
attached boys-but not girls-had parents who found interaction less enjoyable and became
less involved ; whi le the quantity and quality (i.e., sensiti vity) of paternal involvement
have, in turn , been shown to promote chi ldren ' s adaptation (Easterbrooks & Goldberg,
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1984). Further underscorin g the importance of positive involvement, Easterbrooks and
Go ldberg ( 1984) found that quality appeared to have a greater effect than the quantity of
interactions.
Sex-role and gender identity development. Previous reviewers have also
specu lated that fathers affect sex-role and gender identity development, particularl y in
boys (Bronstei n, 1988; Lamb & Stevenson, 1978; Parke, 1979). Such specul ation was
based, in part, upon evidence that fathers commonly give preferential treatment to sons
from birth (Pleck. 1997). However. more recent large-scale reviews and meta-analyses
have failed to support such speculation , finding that fathers and mothers respond to child
behavior in consistently simil ar ways , and fathers are no more likel y than mothers to be
involved in or promote sex-appropri ate behavior (Lytton & Romney, 199 1; Siegal, 1987).
Fo r example, Fagot and Hagan ( 1991) fa iled to find consistent differences between
fat hers' and mothers' reactions to thei r child ren's sex-stereotyped behavior at 12, 18, and
60 mo nth s of age.
Alternatively, Lewis ( 1997) cited evidence that, in public settings, fathers do
behave differentl y than mothers with respect to their treatment of sons and daughters.
Specificall y, fathers are more likely th an mothers to encourage sex-typed behavior in
parks, pl aygrounds, and other publi c settings . Lewi s suggested that past research has paid
too much attention to observations of in-home paternal behavior. Lewis specul ated that
the public di splay of patern al behavior may be a more significant influence on the sexro le and gender identity development of children .
Cogn iti ve development. Moti vated in part by findings that male infants in single-
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parent homes were less cogn iti vely competent than those in two-parent families, previous
research also has addressed the influence of patern al involvemen t on infant cognitive and
motivational development (Pedersen, Rubenstein , & Yarrow, 1979). Yarrow et al. ( 1984)
found that paternal stimul ation had a particu larly salient influence in the deve lopment of
boys' mastery motivation during the fi rst year of li fe . Likewise, Nugent ( 199 1) found that
positi ve paternal involvement during the first month of infancy had an independent
assoc iation wi th cogniti ve functioning at one year. Gottfried, Gottfried , and Bathurst
( 1988) found stat istically significant relationships between positive paternal in vo lvement
and WISC IQ scores and academic achievement among 6- and 7-year-o lds in both crosssectional and longitudin al analyses. Radin, Williams , and Coggin s ( 1994) fo und a
pos iti ve association between Native American fathers ' level of involvement in child
rearing and children' s academic functioning in school. Using data from a British national
cohort st udy of over 13 ,000 five-year-olds, Osborn and Morri s ( 1982) found a positive
assoc iat ion between chi ldren ' s perfonnance on tests of spati al motor a bility and verbal
IQ , and four aspects of paternal in volvement : providing care whi le mother was absent,
putting the chi ld to bed, droppi ng off or picking up the child from nursery or preschool.
and reading to the chil d.
C larke-S tewart ( 1978) and Hunter, McCarthy, MacTurk, and Vietze ( 1987) fou nd ,
in lon gi tu dinal analyses, that qualitative and quanti tat ive aspects of fath er-child
interaction (i.e., amount of interact ion , engagement in play) were not predictive of
chi ldren' s cogni ti ve competence, although aspects of mother-ch il d interaction were .
Clarke-Stewart 's study was particularly noteworthy in providing a possibl e explanat ion
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for such findings: paternal variables-includi ng engagement in play and amount of
interaction-were correlated with child cognitive competence although longitudinal
analysis revealed them to be consequences, rather than determinants, of variation in child
outcomes. Such find ings suggest the possibility that paternal engagement in play and
other aspects of involvement is elicited once children ' s developing capacities are
sufficiently proficient (Lew is , 1997).
Language development. ln the same way that reports of preferential treatment of
infant boys by fathers led to spec ul ation that fathers affect sex-role and gender
development, differences in fathers ' and mothers ' language characteristics when speaking
to preschoolers led to speculation that paternal linguistic communication uniqu ely
innuences children's linguistic development (Gleason, 1975; Ronda! , 1980). Although
fathers do use "child directed speech" simil ar to mothers, they tend to use more
imperatives, attention-getting utterances, state sentences, and in other ways breach the
modification s of simplifi ed language (i.e. , motherese) when interacting with their
preschool children. Such findings led Gleason ( 1975) to suggest that fathers may act as a
" bridge'' to the outside world. ln other words, whether through intentionaJ or
unintentional efforts, fathers may stretch their chi ldren's linguistic skills.
According to Lewis ( 1997), Gleason ' s " bridge" hypothesis had considerable
impact on research examining father-child interaction during the preschool years. Since
Gleason , the majority of studies concentrating on paternal interaction with preschool ers
have focused on parent-child lan guage. Subsequent research has supported the "bridge"
hypothesis in that most studi es reported some differences between fathers' and mothers'
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speech (Lewis , 1997). However, specific outcomes in children' s language have not been
clearly linked to these differences (Lamb , I 997b).
Social development. MacDonald and Parke (1984) found that mothers' verbal
interaction and fathers' physically playful , affectionate, and socially engaging behavior
were positively correlated with later popularity of 3-year-olds, particularl y boys. As with
Radin 's (I 98 I) review of research linking authoritarian paternal behavior and intense
paternal involvement in problem-solving activities with children 's reduced academic
competence , MacDonald and Parke also found that more directive fathers had chi ldren
who were Jess popular with peers. Subsequently, MacDonald ( I987) conducted in -ho me
observati ons of boys who were neglec ted in nursery school and found that they engaged
in less emotion ally stimulating and physical play with their fathers. Likewi se,
Youngblade and Belsky ( I992) found that less positive paternal invo lvement and paternal
negativity when children were 3 years old predicted negative peer interacti ons with a
close or best friend at age 5.
Mos ley and Thomson's ( I 995) analysis of the National Study of Families and
Househo lds found that posi ti ve paternal engagement is positively associated with
decreased freq uency of externalizing and internali zin g symptoms and increased
sociabi lity amo ng children 5- I8 years of age . Further emphasizin g the trend of negati ve
outcomes linked to high paternal control , the authors fo und that hi gh paternal control was
posi tively associated with increased symptoms and decreased sociability. The study also
found a positive relationship between positive paternal involvement and decreased school
behavior prob lems among boys and increased self-direction among gi rl s. Mos ley and
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Thomson ' s study is noteworthy in that it included measures of positive maternal
involvement and was thus able to document a unique contribution for positive paternal
involvement. Because the evidence documenting unfavorable outcomes for negative
paternal involvement in Mosely and Thomson's study is based on cross-sectional
analysis, one might conclude that high control was a parental response to negative child
behavior. However, Pleck (1997) pointed out that the study discredits such a conclusion
by including, among the findings, negative child outcomes that do not normally elicit
increased parental control (e.g., internalizing symptoms and decre!15ed sociability and
self-direction).
Studies incorporating data from other cultural/subcultural groups have also
provided evidence of the influence of positive paternal involvement on social outcomes.
Rarun and others' (1994) study of Native American fathers found a positive association
between level of involvement in child rearing and children's social functioning in school.
Gottfried and others ' (1988) study found statistically significant relationships between
positive paternal involvement and social maturity among six and seven year olds. Based
on studies of Australian families, Amato ( 1987) found that positive paternal involvement
was positively related to self-control, self-esteem, life skills, and social competence in
elementary age children and adolescents.

In sum, evidence exists to support the conclusion that positive paternal
involvement impacts children' s development in meaningful ways. Some research has
relied upon, and failed to confirm, differences between fathers ' and mothers' parental
behavior; while reliance upon cross-sectional studies has confused the direction of causal
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linkages between paternal involvement and child outcomes. However, evidence suggests
that fathers positively impact chi ldren's development when their involvement is
characteri zed by playful , affect ionate, nurturing, interaction , and an absence of
excess ively restrictive and contro lling behavior. Such a conclusion is consistent with
studies of parenting styles indicating that opti mal child outcomes occur in fami li es where
parents (most of thi s research is based on maternal behav ior and/or reports) display high
levels of warmth and support, and avoid excess ive psychological and behavioral control
(Barber, Olsen, & Shagle , 1994; Maccoby & Martin , 1983).

Mothers and Man-iages As a Context of Positive Paternal Involvement

The research reviewed thus far typi fies the way in which researchers have
examined the re lation ship between patern al in volveme nt and child outcomes in that the
father-infant dyad has typi call y been examined in a contextual vac uum . Pas t research has
com mo nl y ignored the primary family contex t of children's lives-the mother-infant
relationship. Similarly, past research has ignored the most consistent and reliable
pred ictor of unfavorable child outcomes-conflict within the marital or coparent
relationship (Lamb, 1997a). Thus, past research has not only failed to control for
important influences in children 's li ves, but has failed to consider how fathers indirectl y
in fl uence children through their influence on mothers and the marital rel ati onship.
Des pite this trend of examining paternal in volvement in a contextual vacu um ,
researchers have long called for the inc lu sion of a broader family context as a prerequisite
to better understanding and undercoverin g the long presumed influence of fathers on
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child development (Grossman, Pollack, & Golding, 1988; Layman, 1961 ; Lewis, 1997;
Lewis, Feiring, & Weinraub, 1981; Lewis & Weinraub 1976; Pedersen , 1981 ). As early
as 1961 , Layman suggested: "We can delineate the ideal role of the father in relation to
effective functioning of the child only if we consider many variables. These include the
role assumed by the mother, the mother-father relationship,... " (p. 107). Despi te such
pleas, studies of paternal inOuence on ch ild development typically have not included the
marital context and only included the mother-child relationship when it served as the
standard with which to contrast quantitative and or qualitative aspects of paternal
involvement.
Yet in the United States, the prevailing cultural norm is that fathering and
marriage are a "package deal" (Furstenberg, 1988). Whereas mothers are expected to be
involved in the lives of their chi ldren regard less of the circumstances of their marriage,
expectations about men's relationships with their children are ti ed to their relationship
with the chi ldren ' s mother. Specifically, the predominant trend for post-divorce fathers is
one of no nres idential li ving arrangements and decreased involvement and financi al
support over time (Hetherington & Stanley-Hagan, 1997). Simil ar resu lts have been
reported for fathers when marriages are never created: children born outside of marriage
almost always reside with their mother, paternity is established in on ly about one third of
non marital births, and the pattern of involvement when fathers are initially involved is
one of decreased contact over time (Doherty et al., 1998). Consequently, mothers and
marriages, or coparent relation ships , are the prevailing familial context in the lives of
chi ldren experiencing paternal involvement.
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Including marriages and mother-child relationships as the backdrop of positive
paternal involvement introduces a wide range of questions for which empirical ev idence
is limited or altogether lacking. For example, one might ask any of the following
questions. How does positive paternal involvement influence mother-child relationships?
Does positive paternal involvement indirectly affect children via the marital relationship?
How does positive maternal involvement influence positive paternal involvement? Are
negative marital dynamics negatively associated with positive paternal involvement ?
Does positive patern al involvement interact with positive maternal involvement in their
affects on children? The possible range of questions can be organized in tern1s of three
broad categories: question s which conceptuali ze paternal in vo lvement as a source of
family influence , questions which conceptuali ze paternal involvement as a conseq uence
of fami ly influence, and questions which conceptuali ze paternal involvement as both a
source and a consequence of family influence (i.e., a mediating vari able) . For practi cal
reasons, thi s study will on ly address the first category of available questions : those
dealing wit h paternal involvement as a source of family influence.

Paternal Invo lvement as a Conseguence
of Family Influences
Prior to considering research relevant to these questions , a brief overview of
paternal in volvement as a consequence of family influences is in order. Because research
and common sense suggest th at fathers both influence and are influenced by families, any
interpretation of results involving the influence of paternal involvement on mothers and
marriages must be informed by research articu lating alternative causal explanations.
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The impact of marriages on paternal involvement. Be lsky ( 1984) suggested that
marital relation s can support or underm ine the parenting role. When marri ages are
harmo ni ous (i.e., low in conflict), mother-child and father-child relation s are more
positive and mothers and fathers are more likely to have similar, shared, and reciprocal
roles within the famil y. Specifically, Cummings and O ' Reilly ( 1997) confirmed that
when marri ages are harmoni ous both parents rate their children and their parental role
more favorably ; both parents speak to their chi ldren with more complex sentence
structu res ; there is greater parental agreement regarding problem child behaviors and
parenting issues ; and parents demonstrate more positive teaching styles, are mo re
respons ive, and are more sensitive. A lso, when marital quality is hi gh, children close to
one parent are more likely to be c lose to the other parent (Booth & Amato, 1994). Given
attachment research indi catin g a " hierarchy of internal working models in which the
mother stands foremost " (M ai n et al. , 1985), one would suspect that closeness to the
secondary parent must more often involve the father-child relationship.
A lternatively, Cummings and O ' Rei ll y ( 1997) rev iewed research indi cati ng th at
hi gh marital conflict can have a negati ve impact on parenting. Specifical ly, marital
conflict has been positively associated with increased parenting stress; lac k of parental
warmth ; inconsistent parenting pattern s; observation s of parent-ch ild conflict ; low
parental in volvement ; parental negativity; insecure parent-child attachment; and increased
parent-child conflict. Research does suggest , however, that how marital confli ct is
expressed and resolved is more importan t in determining these outcomes than how much
marital conflict there is in the home (Davies & Cummings, 1994).
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With respect to quantity of paternal involvement, cross-sectional stud ies yield
contradictory results. Specifically, studies are equally divided between those which find
high involvement to be associated wi th good marital quality and those which find it to be
associated with poor marital quality (Pleck , l 997). Pleck explained that the association
between high involvement and poor marriages is more often found when marital quality
is measured in terms of conflict or disagreement , while global measures of marital
adjustment more commonly yield assoc iations between high invo lvement and good
marital quality.
The connection between increased quantity of involvement and poor marital
quality-refl ected by high marital conflict- may result from increased invol vement which
is not desired by husbands. Specificall y, high paternal involvement has been associated
wi th wives' perceptions that husbands should do more (Haas, 1988 , as cited by Pl eck,
1997); has been shown to have a more negati ve effect on marital relati o ns in dual earner
families (Crouter, Perry-Jenk ins, Huston, & McHale, 1987); has been associated with
fathers ' greater di ssati sfact ion with wives' time schedule (Baruch & Barnell , 1986); and
has been linked to lower marital sati sfaction among fathers with traditi onal sex-role
altitudes (McBride, 1989) . Taken together, these studies suggest that marital conflict may
result when increased quantity of involvement is not desired by fathers, but is necess itated
by coupl e considerations.
Doherty and others ' ( 1998) recelll review suggested that fatherin g, more so th an
mothering, is influenced by contextual factors . In congruence with thi s suggesti on,
Cummin gs and O ' Reill y ( 1997) showed that the quality of marital functioning has a
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di fferent impact on father-child versus mother-child re latio nships . Spec ifically, fatherchi ld relati onships are more vulnerable to low marital satisfacti on (i.e., they suffer a mo re
negative impact) th an are mother-child relationships.
The impact of mothers on paternal beh avior. Underscoring the importance of the
mo ther-infant relati onshi p as the pri mary contex t of paternal in vo lvement , Lew is ( 1986)
cited evidence ind icatin g that short bursts of paternal pl ay in the ho me usuall y occur
wi thin sight or earshot of the mother. Such a finding suggests the immedi ate contex t in
wh ich mot hers inn uence fathers. In general, the presence of the mother leads to a
reduction in father-chi ld interacti on- the same is true of father's presence on mother-chi ld
interactio n (Lamb, 1997a). However, in a study comparing traditional and role-sharing
fathers in Sweden, onl y traditional fathers were found to decrease interacti on in the
presence of mothers (Hwang, 1987).
Research also shows th at mothers make efforts to innuence fa thering, and th at
fathers look to mothers as mode ls of parental behav ior. Maternal gatekeeping is a term
sometimes used to renect ··maternal management of patern al in volvement , req uestin g
parti cipati on but settin g the standards and presc ribin g the process , enl istin g ' help' but no t
givin g up responsibilit y" (Hawkin s & Do ll ahite, 1997 b, p . 12). A substanti al majority of
women are sati sfied with the statu s quo and do not want their husbands to be mo re
in volved with their children than they currentl y are (Hochschild , 1995; Plec k, 1982:
Quinn & Stai nes, 1979). Furthermore, women overwhel m ingly view bread wi nn ing as a
crucial role for fa thers; such a view has been shown to constrain paternal involvemen t in
chi ld care as much as do the actual constrai nts of work time (Gerson, 1993 : 0' Hare,
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1995). Maternal gatekeeping has also been documented in studies of the transition to
parenthood and post-di vorce fathering (Cowan & Cowan , 1992; Pas ley & Minton, 1997).
Research al so suggests that fathers in the transition to parenthood look to their
wives as models of the parental ro le. ln the Boston University Pregnancy and Parenthood
Project, men 's enactment of fatherhood developed as both a reactio n to, and identificati on
with , their wife ' s adjustment to being a mother (Grossman et al. , 1980). ln thi s
longitudinal study, fath ers commonly reported that they learned to parent from their
wives. Corroborating husbands' percepti ons, observati onal evidence yielded signi ficant
correlatio ns between levels of husbands' and wives ' parentin g skill s (Gross man et al. ,
1988 ). The study al so found that maternal locus of control influenced paternal behavior
(Grossman et al. , 1988). Similarl y, Palko vitz ( 1984) reported that mate rn al attitudes
influenced paternal behavior.
In sum , evidence suggests that pos itive paternal involvement may be influenced
by both mothers and marital dynami cs . With res pec t to marital dynamics , research also
suggests that pos iti ve patern al in volvement, as compared to positi ve mate rn al
invo lveme nt , may be more sensitive to famili al processes.

Paternal Invo lvement As a Source of
Family Influence
Although fatherin g appears to be particul arl y sensitive to famil ial factors, research
suggests ways in which fathering, in turn , influences mothers and the marital relationship .
ln assessi ng the influence of fathers, one must keep in mind that much of the evi dence
linkin g paternal invol vement to mothers and marri ages is cross-secti onal. Furthermore,
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because the pattern of relationships between paternal and maternal involvement and
marital functioning are likel y to have been established during the transition to parenthood
and the tran sition to the birth of the second child, when applicab le (Cowan & Cowan ,
1992; Stewart, 1990), longitudinal studies which do not pay careful attention to these
transitions may not accurately capture the complexity of causal relationships .
Consequently, it is possible that the direction of influence in the above studies has been
oversimplified or altogether misinterpreted. The same may hold true for the following
research.
The impact of paternal involvement on marriage. Cowan and Cowan (1992)
conducted a longitudin al analysis of couples during the transition to parenthood and
found that the less fathers were involved in caring for their child at eighteen months , the
more their wives were likely to become di senchanted with the marital relationship over
the next year. Alternatively, when fathers were involved in the care of their child, wives
reported greater marital satisfaction and family cohesion. Similarly, Snarey ( 1993) fo und
that positive paternal involvement during childhood and adolescence accounted for 12%
and 9%, respectively, of the variance in fathers' marital success at midlife . Categorical
outcomes outcomes at midlife consisted of: divorced, still marri ed but unsure about
marital enjoyment, and still married wi th clear marital enjoyment.
The impact of paternal involvement on mothers. Research has shown that the
mere presense of a father influences mother-child interaction. As mentioned above, the
presence of the father leads to a reducti on in mother-child interaction (Lamb, 1997a).
Beyond this general finding, the presence of the father has been found to increase the
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effectiveness of maternal di scipline and the likelihood that mothers respond positively to
children's compliance (Lytton , 1979).
In addition to the presence of the father, research has shown that paternal
involvement impacts mothers. Cowan and Cowan ( 1992) found that paternal
involvement in child care was related to mothers' as well as fathers ' feelings of wellbeing. However, the authors explained that they were unsure which came first, citing
evidence for both causal pathways. Furthermore, Cowan and Cowan refer to evidence
that "mothers with children under five and without a supportive partner are at greater risk
for becomin g clinically depressed than any other group of adults" (p. x). Although such
evidence suggests that fathers, and paternal involvement in parti cular, have important
consequences for mothers , Cowan and Cowan found that the actual amount of paternal
invo lvement req uired to produce ga ins in maternal well -being was minimal and th at
mothers' perceptions of paternal involvement served as a more accurate predictor.
In a cross-sectional study, Baruch and Barnett ( 1986) conc luded that increased
paternal involvement leads to lower overall life sati sfac tion for mothers. However, given
Cowan and Cowan ' s ( 1992) findin gs, and the above mentioned association between hi gh
paternal invol ve ment and poor marital quality in fami lies where such involvement is
necessi tated rather than desired , the reverse relationship seems to be a more plausible
interpretation of Baruch and Barnett ' s ( 1986) cross-secti onal results : increased paternal
involvement is sometimes a response to mothers' low life satisfaction.
To summarize, research suggests that fathers affect mothers and marriages. The
presence of a fa ther has been shown to improve moth er-child interact ions. Furthermore,
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fathers who are positi vely involved in the li ves of children, and satisfied with the
arrangement, have happi er, stronger marriages, and wives with enhanced well-being.

Impact of Marri ages and Mothers on Chi ldren
To complete the picture of the triadic context in which positive paternal
involvement inOuences children and accurately consider any unique contribution
resulting from such involvement, one mu st also take account of the direct innuence that
mothers and marriages have on chi ldren' s development. However, given the narrower
focus of research questions to be addressed in this study, an exh austive rev iew is not
provided, but some general statements are presented .
To begin with , negative marital dynamics are the most consistent and reliabl e
correlates of unfavorable chi ld ou tcomes (Lamb, 1997a). Documented paternal
inOuences to date are minimal by comparison. Numerous stud ies have repo rted links
between marital conOict and child outcomes , while additional studi es indicate th at marital
connie! is an important part of the effects on children of various forms of family
dysfunction such as parental depression, parental alcoholism, and physical abuse
(Cummings & O ' Reill y, 1997). Alternati vely, harmoni ous marital relations may teach
children important lessons about connict expression and negotiati o n (Cummin gs &
Dav ies , 1994). These findings necessitate the importance of considering, and controlling
for, marital dynamics when assessing the role of the father in child development.
With respect to mother-child relation ships, research shows that mothers affect a
wide range of developmental outcomes in thei r children. However, given the foc us of
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this study it is important to stress the ev idence presented above that patern al involvement
and maternal in volvement are more similar than di ssi milar in their effects o n ch ildren.
Like fathers, mothers influence children when their interactions are characterized as
warm, supporti ve, and not excessively restrictive or controlling (Maccoby & Martin ,
1983). Again , however, it must be stressed th at maternal infuence , as compared to
patern al influence, is generally a more powerfu l fo rce in the li ves of children.
Consequen tl y, such influence must be included in any study of paternal influence.

Conclusion

Research evidence suggests that positive paternal involvement can be an
im portant influence in the li ves of chi ldren. Fathers, like mothers , can form attachments
wi th their children and engage them in interactions which stimul ate deve lop ment. On the
other hand, fathers are almost always secondary parents, whose interactio ns with ch ildren
occur wi thin the more central and influential contex t of children's li ves : th at of the
mother-child relationship. As secondary parents, fathers' involvement with chil dren also
occurs within the context of a marital or coparent relationship which has even greater
influence in the lives of children. Although scholars have long call ed for an
understanding of paternal involvemen t within the immediate and influent ia l contexts of
maternal influence and marital relati onships, researchers have been slow to heed the call.
The present research attempts to address some of the questions created by the
inclusion of thi s immed iate fami li al context. Spec ificall y, this study will address the
fo ll owi ng research questions .
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I. What is the unique contribution of positive paternal involvement-with respect to
pos itive maternal in volvement and mari tal quality- in children ' s deve lopme nt ?
2. How does the influe nce of positive paternal involve ment inte ract with the influence of
positive maternal in vo lvement and marital quality in determining children' s
development ? 3. To what degree do fathers indirectly influence the ir children via the
marital relati onship and the mother-child relationship?
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CHAPTER 3
METHOD

Des ign

The research objectives of thi s project were addressed through secondary analysis
of cross-sectional and longi tudinal data from the National Survey of Families and
Househo lds (NSFH) (Bumpass, Sweet, & Call , 1988). The NSFH consisted of data
co ll ected in 1987-88 (Wave I) and 1992-92 (Wave 2). The NSFH data inc luded a wide
range of famil y and economic variables collected from a natio nal probability sample of
adults in the con tinental U.S. , includi ng an over sample of certain minority groups and
fami ly types(!!= 13,0 17). The W ave 1 survey format included a 90- minute personal
interview (74% respon se rate) with a randoml y se lected primary responde nt age 19 or
o lder li vin g in the househo ld, who also completed a self-administered questionnaire (98 %
of interviewees comp leted the questionnaire). A self-admi nistered questionn aire
containing many of the same items was also compl eted by the spo use/partner of primary
respondents (83% of interviewees' spouses/partners completed the questionnaire).
The Wave 2 survey gathered additional and follow-up data from primary
respondents about 5 to 6 years later (!!= I0,008 ; 99% response rate) , using the same
format or personal interview coupled with se lf-admini stered questi onnaire. As part of
Wave 2 data co llection , the spouse/partner completed the same interview and se lfad mini stered quest ionn aire as the primary respondent , generating a richer body of parallel
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parenting and marital variables than was collected at Wave I.

1

The Wave I survey adopted a strategy of targeting a randomly selected "focal"
chi ld as the subject for a wide range of parenting questions. Specifically, the interviewer
recorded the names of all children in the household and selected the child whose name
would be fi rst in an alphabetical listing. The same child was designated the focal child in
both Wave I and Wave 2 interviews. Questions regarding focal children were organi zed
according to age. The specific age categories were 0-4 years, and 5-17 years. Within
these categories there were further subcategories of questions targeting foca l children
within a more specific age range. For example, some questions in the 5-17 age category
were only asked of adolescen ts-<:h ildren age 12-17. Additional parenting questions were
asked of "any" ch ild or of all the children of the respondent collectively.
The NSFH was uniquely suited to the objecti ves of thi s study in that it included
parallel data gathered from both parents regarding: parenting, marital functioning , and
chi ld social and cognitive performance. The sample was also large enough to all ow
structural equation modeling capable of examini ng direct and indirect pathways between
latent variabl es of interest. Analyses were planned to include control variables for race ,
income, employment, education, number of children in the household , and age and sex of
the "focal" child.

In cases where the primary respondent had been divorced and remarried between Wave I
and Wave 2 interviews , efforts where made to collect questionnaires from both past and
present spouses. Consequently, the response rate for secondary respondents at Wave 2 is
complex and difficult to ca lculate.
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Sample

The NSFH subsample selected for these analyses consi sted of 582 first-marriage
coupl es who were living in the same household at W aves I and 2; had a biol ogical focal
child 6 years old or younger li ving in the household at Wave I ; and were each the
biological parent to all chi ldren of their spouse. Table I shows Wave I sample
characteri stics indicating that fathers and mothers were predominantly white, in their late
20s to earl y 30s, had been married for 8 years, had two children , and the focal chi ld
averaged 2 years of age. Generally, fathers and mothers had some college education , and
roughl y two thirds of the mothers in the sample worked outside the home.

Table I
Sample Characteri stics at Wave I 1987-88
Variabl e

Mean

Father' s age
Mother 's age
Father 's years of educat ion
Mother's years of education
White fathers
White mothers
Dual-income couples (36 or more
work hrs/wk each)
Couple 's median income
Years married
Number of chil dren
Focal child age

3 1.8
30.0
13.8
13.5

Percent of sampl e

SD
4 .9
4.6
2.6
2.5

86.6%
85.2 %
61.9%
34, 100
8.9
2.2
3.4

43,505
4.1
1.0
1.8
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Measures

Wave I
Wave I measures included the following categories: controls; parental ; and
marital variables.
Control variables . Control variables consisted of the foca l chi ld 's age and sex; the
couple's race, education, and income; maternal emp loyment; and paternal employment.
Child age was measured in years and chi ld sex was measured with a "dummy" variable
reflecting fema le/non-female status . Parental race was also operationalized usin g a
"dummy" variable, coded to represent white/non-white status of couples. Education was
measured using a single item reflecting husband 's and wife's formal educational
auainment in terms of grade/years compl eted-w ith auainment of specific higher
education degrees anchoring values beyond 12, (e.g ., bachelors degree bein g coded as 16
years of education). Values for the education measure ranged from "0" (" no formal
educati on") to "20 " ("docto rate degree") . Income was measured as the annual sum of all
income reported by both spouses. Because income was highly skewed, the natural log of
income was used in the statistical analyses. Employment was measured as hours per
week usually worked (including second jobs when subjects indicated more than one
employer).
Parental variables. Parental measures consisted of positive activities, and positive
affecti ve di splay. For parents with no children older than 2 years, positive activities was
averaged from three items asking parents to report, on a 6-point scale ran gin g from
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" never o r rarely" to "almost everyd ay," the frequency with which they engaged in the
fo llowi ng activities with thei r children: "an outing away from home (at parks, museums,
zoos, etc.)," ·'at home playing together," and " reading to" children. Parents of children
older th an 2 years were asked similar questions, using the same 6-point scal e, regarding
the frequency of vari ous parenti ng activities , modified to take into account developing
capacities of children: "leisure ac tivities away from ho me (picni cs , movies, sports, etc.) ,"
"at home working on a project or playin g together," "and helpin g with reading or
ho mework." Although not identical, the items asked of younger and older children were
deemed sim ilar in content, and positi ve acti vities was constructed as the average of the
three items regardless of age (alph a= .53). Positive affective display was averaged fro m
two items in wh ich parents re ported the freq uency (a 4-point scale ranging fro m " never"
to " very often") with which they " praise" and "cuddle or hug" children (r = .4 1).
Alt hough these reli abili ty estimates are low, alph a coe fficient s in th is range are not
unusual when an index consists of so few items.
Marital vari ables. Mari tal variables consisted of disagreement and aggressive
conni ct reso lution. Disagreement was the average of both spouses ' responses to six
items assessin g the frequency of disagreements, on a 6-point scale rangin g from " never"
to "almost every day," regarding the fo llow ing topics: household tasks, money, spending
time togeth er, sex, in- laws, and the children (alpha = .77 ). Aggressive conflict resolwion
was averaged from both spouses' responses to two separate items (i.e. , fou r items total)
add ress in g ways in which couples "deal with serious disagreements" (alpha = .49). These
items were measured on a 5-point scale rangin g from " never" to "always" and included
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the followin g strategies: "argue heatedly or shout," and "end up hitting or throwing things
at each other. " To reflect the greater inappropriateness of physically violent conflict
resolution , responses to the "hitting or throwing" item were weighted by a factor of two
before being averaged with respon ses to the " argue or shout" item .

Wave 2
Wave 2 measures consisted of the following categories of variables: controls ;
parental ; marital and chi ld outcomes. Wave 2 controls included parental employment,
education, and income, and were repeated measures of their Wave I counterparts.
Parental variables. Parental measures consisted of positive activities and positive
communication . Positive activities at Wave 2 was a repeated measure of the Wave I
counterpan (for children o lder than 2 years at Wave I )-being composed of the same three
item s measured on the same 6-point scale (alpha= .63). Positive communication was
averaged from five items assessing the frequency with which parents engaged in childcentered, one-to-one communication with their children (alpha= .7 1). One of these items
measured the frequency with which parents had "private talks" with any of their chi ldren,
incorporating the same 6-point scale used for the positive activities items . Two more of
the five commu nication items also used thi s scale to assess the frequency of
communication with the "focal " chi ld about his or her "worries" and "interests." The
final two variables asked parents to indicate the number of days last week in which they
talked to the "focal " child about school events and school learning.
Marital variables. Marital variables consisted of disagreement and happiness.
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Disag reement was a repeated measure of its Wave I counterpart (alph a= .78).
Happiness was averaged from both partner's responses to nine items: a global measure of
marital happiness and eight items ask ing how happy respondents were with various
aspects of their spouse and marri age (alpha = .90). The eight items consisted of:
understanding received from spouse, love and affection received from spouse, amount of
time spent with spouse, demands made by spouse, sexual relationship, the way spouse
spends money, spouse ' s housework, and spouses ' s parenting. Items were scored on a
seve n-point bipolar scale, anchored by the words "very unh appy" and "very happy."
Child outcomes. Child outcome vari ables were constructed from parents'
responses to items assess in g the frequency of a wide range of negative child
behav iors/feelin gs demonstrated by the "focal" child within the past 3 months. Parents
responded to a total of 23 items on a 3-point scale as being I "not true," 2 "sometimes
true," and 3 "oft en true" of their foca l child . Table 2 displays the results of a fac tor
analys is of the 23 items us ing principal components ex traction and oblique rotation,
revealing four correlated fac tors which were used as the bas is for constructing the
follow ing scales: anti social/aggressive behavior, schoo l problems, low se lfesteem/depress ion, and cogniti ve symptomology. A parti cular item was included in a
scale if it loaded strongly (approx imately .60 or higher) on the defini ng fac tor and did not
have a strong or moderate loading on any other factor. Exceptions to thi s criteria were
based on substantive rationale. Antisocial/aggress ive behavi or was averaged from both
parents responses to six items: "argues too much," "bullies or is cruel or mean to others ,"
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Table 2
Rotated Factor Matri x for 23 Negative Chi ld Outcome Items
Item

Factor I

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

argues too much
bullies, is cruel or mean to others
di sobedient at home
doesn't feel sorry after misbehavi or
stubborn , sullen , or irritable
strong temper, loses it easily

.70
.65
.7 1
.57
.70
.7 1

.O J
.16
.17
.19
.06
-.02

.O J
.1 7
. 17
.19
.06
-.02

.-38
-. 16
-.30
-. 18
-. 37
-.33

disobedi ent at school
troubl e with teachers

.30
.25

.72

. 18
.28

-.28
-.24

feels worthless or inferior
not li ked by other children
unhappy, sad, or depressed
withdrawn

.35
.33
.41
.19

-.05
.27
-.04
. 18

.73
.64
.65

-.34
-. 28
-.27
-.2 1

difficulty concentrating
eas ily confused, seems to be in a fog
restless, overl y active, can ' t sit still

.36
.25
.44

.25
.09
.22

.25
.09
.2 1

-.80
-.74
-.65

sudden mood changes
complains not loved
hi gh strung. nervous
cheats, te lls li es
fearful or anxious
trouble gett ing along with other kids
impul sive
obsessive

.54
.52
.54
.53
.34
.53
.54
.28

-.20
-.1 5
-.12
.25
-. 16
.35
.20
-. 06

.40
.5 I
.34
.09
.44
.5 I
.24
.35

-.40
-.33
-.47
-.37
-. 50
-.29
-.50
-.55

Eigenvalue
Percentage of variance explained
Cumul ative percent

6.9
30.4
30.4

1.5
6.4
36.8

1.4
6.3
43 . I

1.3
5.5
48.6

.70

.72
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"is disobedient at home," "does not seem to feel sorry after (he/she) misbehaves," " is
stubborn , su llen , or irritable," and "has a very strong temper and loses it eas ily" (alpha=
.79). School problems was averaged from both parents responses to two items:
"disobedient at school," and "trouble with teachers" (r = .48). Low selfesteem/depression was averaged from both parents' responses to 4 items: "feels worthless
or inferior," "is not liked by other children," "is unhappy, sad , or depressed ," " is
withdrawn , does not gel along with others" (alpha= .69). Cognitive symptomo logy was
averaged from both parents responses to three items: " has difficulty concentrating.
cannot pay attention for long," "is eas il y confused, seems to be in a fog ," "is restl ess or
overly active, cannot si t still " (alpha= .68). ln summary. these four factors reflect
important dimensions of children ' s development and all are measured in a negat ive
direction.

Analysis

Structural Equation Modeling (SEM ) was used to examine the unique direct as
well as indirect contributi ons of positive paternal in vo lvement on child o utcome measures
(i.e. , Research Questions I & 3). Interac ti on effects between paternal , mate rnal, and
marital influence (i.e. , Research Question 2) were exam ined through regression analysis.

Regression Analysis
To limit the number of possible permutations resulting from all conceivable
interactions , only two-way interactions involving paternal measures and either maternal
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or marital measures were tested using only the aggressive/antisocial behavior outcome
measure. Twelve specific interaction terms were tested in the regression models: 6 for
Wave I variables and 6 for Wave 2 variables. Wave 1 interaction terms were constructed
from (a) paternal positive activities and maternal positive activities, (b) paternal positive
affective display and maternal positive affective display, (c) paternal positive activities
and marital disagreement, (d) paternal positive activities and aggressive marital conflict
resolution, (e) paternal positive affective display and marital disagreement, and (f)
paternal positive affective display and aggressive marital conflict r~solution. Wave 2
interaction terms were constructed from (a) paternal positive activities and maternal
positive activities, (b) paternal positive communication and maternal positive
communication, (c) paternal positive activities and marital disagreement, (d) paternal
positive activities and aggressive marital happiness, (e) paternal positive communication
and marital disagreement, and (f) paternal positive communication and aggressive marital
happiness. Each regression model included either Wave 1 or Wave 2 independent
variables, but not both. In the event that analyses yielded strong or consistent interaction
effects, additional regression models were tested using the other child outcome measures.
All statistically significant controls were included in the regression models.

Structural Equation Modeling
Due to the exploratory nature of this study and the limited knowledge available
regarding the relationships to be modeled, a definitive specification of the overall model
to be tested was not determined from the outset. Figure l shows a hypothetical SEM
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conceptual model of the proposed relationships between constructs. The final SEM
model cou ld have taken a very different form . In order to arrive at a final model , like the
one depicted in Figure I, the relationships to be modeled were broken down into three
submodels for analysi s: two longitudinal submodels and one cross-sectional submodel.
These submodels served to address research questions I and 3, and formed the basis upon
which the overall model would be initiall y specified . Without the submodels to guide the
process of model specification, statistical analysis of any " best guess" overall model
might have failed to converge on a solution. In addi ti on, the submodel s could provide
partial answers to the research questions, espec iall y if the overall model did not provide a
good fit to the data. Although start ing specifi cations for the final model cou ld not be
predetermined , specific starting spec ifications for the three submodel s were determined in
advance.
Submodel I. Submodel I (Figure 2) examined the cross time effects of positive
patern al involvement, positive maternal involvement , and marital conflict (i.e. , measured
at WI ) on negati ve chi ld o utcomes (i.e., measu red at W2). Submmodel I was
longitudinal , incorporating exogeno us variables from Wave I and endogenous vari abl es
from Wave 2 measured 5-6 years later. Submodel I served to determine which , if any, of
the Wave I vari ables should be spec ified as having direct effects on Wave 2 negati ve
child outco mes in the final model. Submodel I ex plored research question I by testin g
for any unique contribution of Wave I paternal in volvement o n Wave 2 child outcomes.
Submodel 2. Submodel 2 (Figure 3) rel ied exc lusively on Wave 2 data for all
variabl es. Jn effect, submodel 2 paralleled submodel I, providing cross-sectional rather
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Key To Observed Variables
X I =Marital Di sagreement
Y I =Marital Disagreement
X2 =Aggress ive Connict Resolution
Y2 =Marital Happiness
X3 = (Paternal ) Positi ve Activities
Y3 = (Paternal ) Positive Activities
X4 = (Paternal ) Positive Affective Display Y4 = (Paternal) Positive Communication
XS = (Maternal ) Positive Activities
YS =(Maternal ) Positive Activities
X6 = (Maternal ) Positive Affecti ve Di splay Y6 = (Maternal ) Positive Communi cation
Y7 =Aggressive/Antisocia l Behavior
Y8 = School Problems
Y9 =Low Self-Esteem/Depression
Y 10 =Cognitive Symptomology

Figure I. Hypothetical conceptual model showing the effects of Wave I and W ave 2
parental and marital vari ables on negative child outcomes.
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XI
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X3
X4
XS
X6

Key To Observed Variables
=Marital Di sagreement
Y I =Aggressive/Anti soc ial Behavior
=Aggressive Conflict Resolutio n
Y2 =S chool Probl e ms
= (Paternal ) Posi tive Activities
Y3 = Low Self-Estee m/Depression
= (Paternal) Positi ve Affective Disp lay Y4 = Cognitive Symptomology
= (Maternal ) Positive Activities
=(Maternal) Positi ve Affective Di splay

Figu re 2. Initi al specification of submode l I: showing relation ships between Wave I
parental and marital variables and negati ve chi ld outcomes.
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Key To Observed Variables
=Marital Di sagreement
Yl =Aggressive/Anti social Behavior
=Marital Happiness
Y2 = School Problems
=(Paternal ) Positive Acti viti es
Y3 =Low Self-Estee m/Depress io n
= (Patern al) Posi ti ve Communication
Y4 =Cognitive Symptomology
XS = (Matern al) Positi ve Activit ies
X6 =(Maternal) Positi ve Communi catio n

XI
X2
X3
X4

Figure 3. Initial specification of submode l 2: showi ng relation shi ps between Wave 2
parema l and marital variab les and negati ve child outcomes.
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than longitudinal evidence for any unique contribution of paternal invo lvement on child
outcomes. Specifically, the exogenous vari ables consisted of Wave 2 paternal pos iti ve
invo lvement , maternal positive involvement, and marital di stress , with negat ive child
outcomes serving as the endogenous variable- also measured at Wave 2. Submodel 2 also
he lped determine which , if any, of the Wave 2 independent variables would be specified
in the final model as having direct effect s on negative child outcomes.
Submodel 3. Submodel 3 (Figure 4) examined the effect of paternal positive
involvement, maternal positive invo lvement, and marital conflict at Wave I on paternal
positive involvement, maternal positive involvement, and marital distress at Wave 2.
Specificall y, exogenous variables consisted of positive paternal involvement, positive
matern al involvement , and marital dynamics measured at Wave I, while endogenous
variab les consisted of positive paternal invo lvement, positive maternal involvement , and
marital dynam ics measured 5-6 years later at Wave 2. By examining the pathways from
Wave I patern al positive involvement to both Wave 2 marital distress and Wave 2
maternal involvement, submodel 3 served to explore potential pathways through which
paternal positive involvement might indirectl y affect negative child outcomes in the final
model. For example, if submodel 3 were to demonstrate that Wave I paternal positive
involvement had a statisticall y and meaningfull y significant effect on W ave 2 maternal
positive in vo lvement, and submode l 2 (Fi gure 3) demonstrated a simil arly meaningfu l
relat io nship between W ave 2 maternal positive involvement and negative child ou tcomes,
then the final model would be specified with an indirect pathway between W ave I
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Figure 4 . Initi al spec ifi cation of submodel 3: showin g relationsh ips between W ave I
parental and marital variables and Wave 2 parental and marital variab les.
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paternal positive invol vement to negative ch ild outcomes via Wave 2 maternal positive
involvement (as depicted in Figure I).
The final model. The final mode l was specified based upon the results of
ana lyzing submodels 1-3. The final model was expected to include both cross time and
cross-sectional relationships. Speci ficall y, the model would examine the relationship
between paternal positive involvement , maternal positive involvement, and marital
conflict all measured at Wave I ; paternal positive involvement, maternal positive
involvement, and marital distress measured 5-6 years later at Wave 2; and negative child
outcomes also measured at Wave 2. Once the overall structure of the latent variables was
successfully modeled, control variables were introduced into the model one at a time and
tested through chi-square hierarchical analyses to determine if they significantly improved
the model.
Hierarchi cal chi-square tests. Loehlin ( I992) explains that direct comparisons can
be made between two separate structural equation models if the relationship between the
two models is hierarchical. The relationship between two model s is hierarchical when
"the model with the smaller number of free variables can be obtained from the model
with the larger number of free variables by fixing one or more of the latter" (Loehlin ,
1992, p. 67). A chi-square test can be used to compare two such hierarchical models.
Such a test uses the difference between the chi -sq uares of the two models as the chisq uare value , where the degrees of freedom is the difference between the degrees of
freedom for the two model s. Using Figure 3 as an example, if the pathway between
marital di stress and negative child outcomes were to be fixed (i.e., constrained to a value
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of zero), the resulting model woul d have a hierarchical relationship to that presented in
Fi gu re 3. The two models could then be tested to determine if the difference between
them was stati stically signific ant , by determining if the difference between the two
separate chi -squares of the models exceeds the 3. 84 value required for significance given
I degree of freedom (at the .05 level).

For all chi-square tests in volving freeing a parameter of a model-ei ther for the
purpose of improving model fit or testing the effect of a control variable-modi fication
indices where used as the prerequi site for determining whether a particul ar planned test
was warranted. By default, LISREL output fi les provide modi fication indices-for every
fixed parameter in the model-estimating the change in chi-square for the model shoul d a
parti cul ar parameter be freed. In effect, a parti cular modificati on index prov ides an
estimate of how the overall model fit woul d be affected were the corresponding parameter
to be freed . Given that a hi erarchica l chi-square tests uses the di ffe rence in chi-square
between two hierarchical models, the modificati on index for a given parameter can also
be tho ught of as an esti mate of the hierarchical ch i-square value for the test comparing the
actual mode l to a second hypothetical mode l in which th at parameter was freed.
Consequentl y, when a substantive rati onale justi fied a hierarchical chi -square test, the test
was onl y conducted if the modi fication index was 3.0 or greater.
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CHAPTER4
RESULTS

Structural Equati on Modeling

Research questions one and three were addressed via structural equati on
modeling. LISREL 8.1 2 (Jores kog & Sorbom, 1994) was used to program the various
structural equati on models. The purpose of submodels 1-3 was to provide some bas is for
spec ificati on of an overall model. Because a structural equation was successfull y fi tted
to the overall model, the relevance of submodels 1-3 was relegated to the ex ploratory
process through which the fi nal, overall model was specified. Consequentl y, onl y a
cursory presentati o n of the results for these three submodels is provided; while research
questions one and two will be addressed in terms of the overall model.

Submode l I
Submodel I explored the cross time effects of patern al positi ve involvement ,
maternal pos iti ve involvement, and marital conflict- measured at Wave i-on negative
child outcomes measured at Wave 2. Figure 5 shows the model th at resulted from thi s
cross time an alys is after modificati on based on hierarchical chi -square testing.
Spec ifi call y, submodel I was modified from what was proposed in Fi gure 2 in that the
corre lation between marital conflict and maternal positive involvement was e li minated.
The chi -square difference between the two models testin g the significance of this
correlation (i.e. , one model with the correlation fixed at zero, and a parallel model with
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X I = Mari tal Disagreement
Yl =Aggressi ve/A nti social Behavior
X2 = Aggressive Conflict Resolution
Y2 = School Problems
X3 =(Paternal ) Positive Activities
Y3 = Low Self-Esteem/Depression
X4 =(Paternal) Positive Affective Display Y4 =Cognitive Symptomology
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X6 = (Maternal ) Positive Affective Display

Fi gure 5. Results of submodel I : showing relationship between parental and marital
variables and negative child outcomes.

the parameter allowed to vary) was 2.77 (i.e., below the 3.84 value requi red to obtain
sign ificance given one degree of freedom), indicati ng that freeing the pathway in question
was not stati stically different than constraining the pathway to a value of zero. ln other
words, including the pathway did not stati stically improve the model fit. Consequently,
the corre lation was removed from submodel I as well as initi al specificati on of the
overall model.
Submodel I yielded a chi-square of 52.79 (gf

=30; 12 =.0063) and an adjusted

goodness of fit index of .95. As expected from prior research , there was a positive
relation ship (.28) between marital confl ict at Wave I and negati ve child outcomes at
Wave 2. The model also was noteworthy in that Wave I paternal and matern al
in vo lveme nt had small or nonexis ten t effects o n Wave 2 negative child o utcomes. Based
on thi s result. the initi al specificati on for the overall model did no t include estim ated
paths from paternal positive involvement and maternal positive involvement to negative
chi ld outco mes. Also of note, the model con tai ned a high correlation between the
exogenous latent variab les: particularl y between paternal and maternal positive
in vo lvement (.70). Apart from any possible substanti ve meaning, these correlations
indicate mult ico linearit y within the model. Finally, the(' for negative ch ild outcomes
(. 09) is low by behav ior sc ience standards (Cohen , 1988).

Submodel2
Submodel 2 explored the cross-secti onal effects of paternal and matern al posi ti ve
invo lvement , and marital distress on negative chi ld outcomes. Figure 6 presents the
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Fi gure 6. Results for submodel 2: showing relati onships between Wave I parental and
marital variab les and negative chi ld outcomes.
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model after modification based on hierarchical chi-square testing. Specifically, submodel
2 was modified from what was proposed in Figure 3 in that the correlation between
marital distress and maternal positive involvement was not statistically different from
zero. Consequently, that correlation was removed from submodel 2.
Submodel 2 yielded a chi-square of 68.23 (Qf = 30; 12 = .000) and an adjusted
goodness of fit index of .94. Two of the theoretically important paths shown in Figure 6
(all based on Wave 2 data) were larger than the same paths tested with longitudinal data
(Fi gure 5). Marital distress (.38) and matern al invo lvement (-.10) were related to
negati ve ch ild outcomes in theoretically e.x pec ted directions, explaining a moderate
amount of variance

<R' = . 16) in measures of child behavior.

However, hi erarchical chi -

square tests o f the coefficients for paternal (-. 03 ) and maternal (-. 10) pos itive
in volvement were non significant. Despite the nonsi gnificant results, these pathways were
left in the final model becau se of their relevance to the research questions. As with
submodel I, submodel 2 demonstrated moderate mu lticolinearity between marita l and
paternal variables.

Submodel 3
Submodel 3 exp lored the effect of positive paterna l invo lvement, positive
maternal invol vement , and marital conflict at Wave I on their Wave 2 counterparts.
Submodel 3 yielded unexplain able and contradictory goodness of fit measures, including
a chi-square of -622.22 (Qf

=48; 12 = 1.0), a " perfect fit" for the adjusted goodness of fit

index , and modification indices showing changes that would improve the goodness of fit.
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Because the LISREL 8 (Joreskog & Sorbom. 1993) manual made no reference to such
unusual and seemingly conflicting goodness of fit measures , it is likely that they reflected
seri ous problems with the model rather than a perfect fit-perhaps problems related to
mu lti co lin earity. To explore this poss ibility further, the same model was run on a
different version of USREL. The alternative version of LISREL failed to converge on a
solution for the model. Consequently, results for Model 3 were dee med suspect and not
used in determining the specification for the complete model.

Specification of the Complete Model
The complete model (Figure 7) was the ultimate focus of the LISREL ana lysis.
Given that submodel 3 failed to produce useful resu lts, the complete model was initially
specified with only the most likely pathways between Wave I and Wave 2 marital and
parental latent variables. Specifically, Wave I marital and parental variables were
specified as affecting their Wave 2 counterparts. This initial comp lete model yielded a
chi -square value of 187.17 (p = .00), and an adjusted goodness of fit index of .91 .
Improvi ng model fit. Using the hierarchical chi-square testing procedure ,
attempts were made to determine if the completed model could achieve a better fit by
fixing or freeing various parameters of the model. Three criteria were used in
determ ining which pathways wou ld be tested. First, parsimony was applied where
possible to simplify the model. Specifically, the pathway between Wave I marital
conflict and Wave 2 negative child outcomes (.08) was tested and fou nd to be
nonsignificant. Consequently, thi s pathway was removed from the final model.
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Figure 7. Initial resu lts of complete model : showing relationships between Wave I and
Wave 2 parental and marital vari ables, and negative chi ld outcomes.
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The research questions ( I & 3) were the second criterion used to exp lore the fi t of
the model. Consequent ly, although the pathways from Wave 2 paternal and maternal
positive in volvement to Wave 2 negative ch ild outcomes ( -. 11 and -.06, res pecti vely)
where on par in strength with the pathway from Wave I marital conflict to negative chi ld
outcomes (.08), these involvement variables were left in the model due to the ir
significance to the research questi ons .
Research question 3 asked: to what degree do fathers indirectl y influence their
ch ildren via the marital relationship and the mother-child relati onship? To address th is
question , hi erarchical ch i-sq uare tests where conducted to determine whether indirect
path s would constitute a statisti call y significant improve ment to the model. Specificall y,
the fo ll ow ing two path s were added to the model and tested : a path from Wave I paternal
invo lvement to Wave 2 marital di stress, and a path from Wave I paternal invo lvement to
Wave 2 maternal in volvement. Both paths produced nonsignificant results.
Consequently, the two paths were not retained in the model.
The final criteri on used to test and improve model fit was an awareness of the fact
that the completed model incl uded parall el paternal and matern al ind icator variab les and
latent constru cts (e.g., paternal positive acti vities and matern al positi ve acti vities, paternal
in vo lvement and matern al in volvement) . Based on thi s awareness , the relation shi p
between error terms of parallel , observed paternal -maternal variables- as well as the
relationship between residual terms of parallel , latent paternal-maternal variables-was
exam ined and tested as part of the mode l fitting process . In other words, an effort was
made to impro ve the fi t of the model by allowing the error or residual terms of the
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parallel paternal and maternal variables to correlate-as opposed to the LISREL default
which models error and residual terms as though they are uncorrelated. Modificati on
indices were examined to determine if specifying such correlati ons wou ld improve the fit
of the model. Hierarchical chi-sq uare tests demonstrated that the model would be
signi ficantly improved (chi-square= 11.06; Qf = I) by freeing the residual terms for the
Wave 2 paternal and maternal involvement latent variables to correlate one with another.
Consequently, the final model was specified with correlated residual terms for these two
latent variables.
Entering control variab les. Hierarchical chi -sq uare tests were also adopted as the
strategy for testing the effects of the eight control variables. Control variables where
introduced into the model , one at a time, with all related parameters fixed save the
indicator variable itself. Ln other words, a given contro l was pl aced into the mode l and
specified as having no effect whatsoever. Following this, a second model was created
identical to the first in every respect save that the control variable was specified as havi ng
some effect within the model. Consequently, the two models created fo r each testing of a
control variable had a hierarchal re lationship and could thus be directly compared using
hierarchical ch i-square tests (Loehlin , 1992).
Contro l variabl e effects were included only if they affected the structural portion
of the model: the relationship between the exogenous (i. e., independent) and endogenous
(i.e. , dependent) variables. A given control variable cou ld conceivably affect the
structural model directly, by directly affecting one or more endogenous variables, or
indirectly, through a correlati on with an exogenous variable which would significantly
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alter o ne or more pathways between e xogenous and endogenous variables. Consequently,
al l control variab les with direct effects on one or more endogenous variabl es were
inc luded , w hereas control variables with no direct effects on the e ndogenous variables
we re included on ly if they significantly altered the path coefficients between exogenous
and e ndogenou s variables. Following this cri terion , three control variables where found
to signifi cant ly affect the overall model : chi ld 's age and sex , and couple 's race.

The Final Mode l
Figure 8 presents results for the comp lete model after modification and
introduction of significan t control variab les. This fina l model yielded a chi -sq uare value
of 260.69 (Q! = 138; 12 = 0.00) and an adjusted goodness of fit index of .90. With the
contro l variab les included, the model ex plained 19% of the variance in negati ve child
outcomes.
The marital variables in the model had the strongest effect on negative c hild
outcomes; the strongest effect on negative child outcomes was that of marital di stress,
while the second stronges t effect-although not pi ctured in Figure 8-was the indirect
effect of marital confli ct. lndi rect effects within a path model are equa l to the product of
the coeffi c ients of contiguous paths linkin g any two variables . Conseque ntly the indirect
effect of m arital conflict on negat ive chil d outcomes is .22 (i.e., .70 x .35

=.224).

By contrast, the effects of parental variables on negative chi ld outcomes were
s ma ll er and statisticall y nonsignificant. Within thi s limited magnitude of pare ntal effects,
paternal involvement demonstrated somewhat stronger direct and ind irect effects on
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Figure 8. Final results of complete model : showing relationships between Wave I and
Wave 2 parental and marital variables, and negative child outcomes after modification
and control s.
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negative child outcomes than did maternal involvement.
For the most part , control variables were readily interpretable with respect to
previou s research. For example, the negative path coefficients from female chi ld control
variab le to Wave 2 patern al involvement and negative child outcomes indicated that
fathers reported less in volvement with daughters than sons, and that daughters
demonstrated fewer negative outcomes than sons at Wave 2. Such findings have been
documented in previous research (?leek , 1997). Similarly, the negative path coefficients
from child age to Wave 2 parental variables indicated that less involvement was reported
by parents of o lder children as demonstrated in previous research (Hill & Stafford, 1980).
The model also indi cates th at white fa thers were less involved than their non-white
counterparts.
Research question I. Research question I asked: what is the unique contribution
of po itive paternal in vo lvement-with respect to positive maternal involvement and
marital quality- in children 's development? Although the final model (Figure 8)
contai ned va lues which rendered the findings somewhat questionable, Wave 2 paternal
involvement did have a small negative effect on negative child outcomes. A hi erarch ical
chi -square test was conducted to determine if the -. 15 path coefficient from paternal
involvement to negati ve child outcomes constituted a stati stically significant
improvement to the model fit. The change in chi-square was insignificant (change in chisquare= 2.97; Qf = I), indicating no stati st ical difference in model fit were the path to be
fixed at a value of zero.
A seco nd strategy was adopted as a means of exploring the answer to research
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question I. Research question I is a response to the vast majority of studies which have
attem pted to document the effect of paternal involvement on children's outcomes without
controlling for maternal involvement or marital measures. Although paternal
involvement demonstrated only a small and statistically insi gnificant effect in the fu ll
model, nothing was known of how large the effect might have been had maternal
involvement and marital distress been excluded. In other words, the effect of paternal
involvement might dramatically increase if marital and/or maternal affects were
eliminated from the model , thus giving some indication of the degree by which previous
studies may have overestimated the unique affect of paternal involvement by failing to
contro l for maternal and marital innuences. Consequently, an alternative model was
spec ified , identical to the final model except that the pathways from marital distress and
Wave 2 maternal positive invol vement to negative chi ld outcomes were fixed at a value
of zero. The pathway between paternal involvement and negative child outcomes
increased to -. 22 in th is alternative model : not a clearly d ramatic increase, and therefore
not easi ly interpretable as evidence in support of the idea that previous studies greatly
overestimated paternal innuence.
ln summary, results of structural equat ion modeling in the full models indi cated
that paternal invo lvement had li ttle or no un ique impact on negative child outcomes.
Further, modification to the LISREL model provided no clear evidence that previous
research involving only father-child dyads may have overestimated the impact of paternal
positive involvement by failing to control for maternal positive in volvement or marital
dynamics.
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Research question 3. Research question 3 asked: to what degree do fathers
indirectly influence their children via the marital relationship and the mother-child
relationship? Hierarchical chi-square tests were implemented to exp lore thi s question.
Specifically, the model was tested to determine if freeing the pathways from Wave I
paternal involvement to either Wave 2 maternal involvement or marital di stress would
constitute a statistically significant improvement to the fit of the model. Neither of these
tests produced statistically significant results: the changes in chi-square values were 1.32
(Qf = I ) and 0.34 (Qf = I ), respectively. In other words, the coefficients for these

pathways were not statistically different from zero with respect to model fit.
Consequently, the model was left unchanged , eliminating any longi tudinal indirect effects
for Wave I paternal involvement via marital and maternal variables.
The same logic was used to test for indirect effects of Wave 2 paternal
involvement: hierarchical chi-sq uare tests were used to determine if freeing the pathways
from Wave 2 paternal involvement to e ither Wave 2 maternal involvement or marital
distress would constitute a statistically significant improvement to the fit of the model.
Again , hierarchical chi-sq uare tests failed to justify the inclusion of these pathw ays : the
reductions in chi -square for these tests were 0.73 (Qf = I ) and 0.25 (Qf = I ), respec tively .
Conseq uently , these pathways where not included in the model , eliminating all possib le
indirect effects for paternal variables in the model.
In summary, resu lts of structural equation modeling provided no evidence in
support of any indirect effect of paternal involvement on negative child o utcomes via
either marital or mother-child variables at Wave I or 2.
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Regression Analysis

Research question 2 asked whether positive paternal involvement interacts with
either positive maternal involvement or marital quality in determining chi ldren's
outcomes. Because structural equation modeling is unable to test interactio n effects ,
regression analys is was used to examine the stati stical significance of the 12 possible
two-way interaction terms involving paternal involvement. Table 3 displays the results of
these analyses. Of the interaction terms tested, the only ones to approach or attai n
statistical significance were those involving Wave 2 independent variables. Specifically,
the interaction between paternal positive activities and maternal happiness attained
statistical sign ificance while the other two interaction terms invo lving paternal positive
activities came close to attain ing statistical significance. In sum, regression analysis
provided minimal evidence that paternal involvement interacts with marital happiness,
but the overall pattern evidenced no interaction effect.
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Table 3
Regression of 12 Interaction Terms on Aggressive/Antisocial Behavior
Interaction Terms

Beta

T

Sig.

Paternal Positive Activities x Maternal Positive Act ivities

-.56

-1.26

.21

Paternal Positive Activities x Marital Disagreement

.08

.24

.8 1

Paternal Positive Activit ies x Aggressive Marital Conflict Res.

.II

.41

.68

Wave I

Paternal Positive Affect x Maternal Positive Affect

-.50

-.68

.49

Paternal Positive Affect x Marital Disagreement

.42

.67

.50

Paternal Positive Affect x Aggressive Marital Conflict Res.

.09

.16

.88

Wave 2
Paternal Positive Activities x Maternal Positive Activities

-.66

- 1.90

.06

Paternal Positive Activities x Marital Disagreement

.44

.1.84

.07

Paternal Positive Activities x Marital Happiness

-.97

-2. 70

.01

Paternal Positive Communication x Maternal Positive Com.

-09

-.25

.80

Paternal Positive Communication x Marital Disagreement

. 16

.59

.55

Paternal Posit ive Communication x Marital Happiness

.24

.69

.48
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CHAPTERS
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Thi s study explored the impact of positive paternal involvement within a broader
familial context. W ht:rt:as the vast majority of research examining the impact of fathers
has focused exc lusively on father-child dyads, the purpose of this research was to step
beyond such a limiting framework and consider father-child relation ships within the
broader context of children's development : the mother-infant relationship and the marital
relation ship . The National Survey of Families and Households was used to obtai n a
sampl e of 582 fi rst-married couples and the wide range of variab les necessary to explore
thi s broader context of paternal influence. Three research questions guided the study : (I)
What is the unique contributi on of positive paternal involvement-with respect to positive
maternal involve ment and marital quality-in children 's development ? (2) How does the
influence of positi ve paternal involvement interact with the influence of positive maternal
in volvement and marital qualit y in determining chi ldren 's development? (3) To what
degree do fathers indirectly influence the ir children via the marital rel ati onship and the
mother-child relationship?

Research Question I

Overall , the findin gs suggested th at positive paternal invo lvement had little or no
unique influence in the lives of children. Yet such a conclusion is rendered questi onab le
due to the fact that maternal influence was equally undi scernable within the LISREL
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models-despite a vast body of research docu menting the influence of maternal
involvement (Maccoby & Martin , 1983). Compared to paternal involvement, maternal
in volve ment had even sma ller effects on negative child outcomes.
Such a finding may have resulted from fathers ' differential involvement with sons
and daughters, and from the negative child outcomes measured . Research indicates that
fathers are more involved with sons than daughters (Pieck, 1997). Further, behaviors
such as aggression and trouble with peers at school , central factors of the negati ve child
outcomes measured in this research , are much more common among boys than girls
(Fabes, Knight , & Hi ggins, 1995; Maccoby & Jack lin , 1974). Consistent with these past
findings , child sex (labeled " fem ale child'. in Figure 8) was stronger than either paternal
or maternal involvement in pred icting negative child outcomes , and the direction of the
relationship was also consistent w ith past reports: boys had higher levels of negati ve child
outcomes th an did girls. Further, the female gender of children negativel y affected Wave
2 paternal in volvement (path coeffic ient of -. 13), indicating that fathers in thi s sample
were more invo lved with sons than daughters. Consequentl y, the negative child
outcomes meas ured in thi s research may have inadvertently focu sed to a greater degree on
sons' , rather than daughters ' , problems; and fathers' greater involvement with sons may
have played a parti cul arl y salient ro le in affecti ng such "boy" problems . Thi s postulation
wou ld ex plain why paternal in volvement had a larger effect on negative child outcomes
than did maternal invol vement.
Alternatively, the fact that both paternal and maternal involvement variables were
found to have little or no effect on the child outcomes suggests probl ems with research
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methods. The most likely explanation for the problematic results lies in the measu rement
of the variables. Because the marital variables did demonstrate the previously established
connection between marital dynamics and children 's outcomes, but the parenting
variables did not, it could be that measurement of the parenting variables failed to capture
the potenti al influence that parents exert in the lives of children.
One of the challenges of secondary analysis is that researchers mu st utili ze preex istin g variables rather than create variables specifically tailored to address their
research questions or hypotheses. The National Survey of Families and Households was
designed with secondary analysis in mind by including some of the best measures of
individual and family functioning. However, the available parenting
measures-particularly for the age category of children under investigation in this
study-were less sensitive than this researcher had hoped. Aided by hindsight, it is
possible to suggest several measurement-related reasons for the limited relationship
between positive paternal invol vement and negative chi ld outcomes.

Parenting Control
Research suggests two important dimensions underlyin g effecti ve or positive
parenting: support and control (Baumri nd, 1971; Maccoby & Martin , 1983). The best
child outcomes occur when parents provide high levels of both support and control.
Alternatively, children 's outcomes are far less positive when parents involve high levels
of onl y one or the other of these dimensions in their parenting practices. Although
researchers are currently calling for broader measures and conceptualizations of paternal
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involvement , few have linked paternal influence with thi s overarching framework of
parental support and control (e.g., Hawkins & Palkovitz, 1997). Yet, as summarized in
the rev iew of literature for thi s study, fathers pos itively impact children's social
deve lopment when their involvement is characterized by playful , affectionate, nurturing
interacti on, and an absence of excessively restrictive and controlling behavior. ln other
words, positive paternal infl uence seems to involve elements of both support and control.
In se lecti ng measures for this study, an effort was made to include variables
reflecting the amount and quality of both parental support and contro l ex perienced by
children. However, questions regarding parental control-such as rules about curfews and
frie nds, or the quantity and quality of monitoring-were typi call y asked of parents with
children in the o lder age categories , or were not asked of both parents. Consequentl y, the
parental positive involvement variables incorporated in this study addressed some
supportive behav iors-such as hugg ing, praisin g, and child-centered communicati on.
However, the kind of control that research has fo und to benefit children-appropriate
monitoring and rul es, limited use of physical punishment, clearly communicated
consequences, and consistent follow-through -was not directly addressed by the parental
variables included in this study. Therefore, alth ough paternal variabl es assessed the
degree to which fathers provided affecti onate and nurturing support, these variables were
silent with respect to whether or not fathers avoided excessively restrictive and
controll ing behavior.
This gap in the content validity of the parental involvement measures suggests one
possible explanation for thei r li mited impact in the present research . In genera l, parental
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control seems to be intimately connected with parental support in determining some of
the kinds of negative child outcomes included in thi s study; namely, aggressive/antisocial
behavior and school problems. Extreme levels of parental control , in the form of
excessive control and harsh di scipline, combined with low levels of parental support
(authoritarian parenting) , have been linked with chi ldren's social incompetence and
aggress ive behav ior (Barber et al. , 1994; :'vlaccoby & Martin , 1983 ; Weiss, Dodge, Bates,
& Pettit, 1992). Alternatively, low level s of parental control, combined with high levels

of parental support (permi ss ive or indulgent parenting) have been linked with children's
soc ial incompetence and Jack of self control (Maccoby & Martin , 1983). Therefo re,
without knowledge of the amount and quali ty of parental control experienced by the
chi ldren in the sampl e, it is poss ible that parental control was confound ing the
relatio nship between parental support-underlying the measures of parent al
involvement-and negati ve child outcomes. For example, in the case of permissive
parents, characteri zed by hi gh leve ls of support and low levels of control , increased
involvement would poss ibl y have been assoc iated with greater, rather th an lesser,
negative child ou tcomes such as aggressive/antisocial behavior and school problems.
Juxtaposing these hypothetical permissive parents in the sample again st the
nonpermi ssive parents-for whom increased involvement would have been associated
with Jesser negative child outcomes-the net effect would have been the appearance of
little or no association between parental involvement and negative child outcomes .
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Posi tive Parenting and Negative
Child Outcomes
The polarity of the independen t and dependent variables is another measurement
issue which may have contributed to the lack of association between parental variables
and chi ld outcomes. Parental measures attempted to assess the positive side of parents'
involvement with their children . Alternatively, the child outcome variables reflected

negative possibilities in children ' s devel opment. Had both the positive and negative
aspects of parental involvement and child outcomes been measured, a stronger connect ion
might have been found between the two. Lending support to such an idea, the marital
variables in the LISREL models-which included negative aspects of marital
dynamics-ev idenced a stronger link to the negative chi ld outcomes measured .

Operational and Statistical Limitat ions
Beyond the limitation in content validity of the parental and child outcome
meas ures, the avai labl e parental variables were limited in sheer number and ge nerated
less th an optimal alpha reliability scores. Furthermore, paternal and maternal
involvement indi cator variables were moderately correlated , introducin g a certain amount
of multico lin earity into the LISREL model s. Consequently, even if the above conceptual
ex planations are not valid accounts of the lack of findings in support of paternal
influence, there is some reason to suspec t that problems with the parental measures may
have led to their limited effect upon the child outcome measures in the LISREL models.
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Research Questio n 2

Research question 2 asked: How does the influence of positive paternal
invol vement interact with the influence of positive maternal involvement and marital
quality in determining ch ildren 's development? Without revisiting the issue of
measurement problems , it should be remembered that all regression equations tested
interaction terms using onl y the aggression/antisocial behavior outcome measure as the
dependent vari able. Consequently, one mi ght suspect that the prev iously mentioned
measurement problems- if they were indeed present-also played a part in the regress io n
analys is, that is, they attenuated the influence of the interaction terms on the
aggress ion/antisocial behavior o utcome measure.
Of the 12 interaction terms tested , the three involv in g Wave 2 paternal pos iti ve
activi ties either attained or approached stati st ical significance at the .05 level.
Specificall y, the 11-values for the T-scores of the interaction term s were as fo ll ows:
patern al positi ve acti vities x maternal positive activities .06 ; paternal posi tive activi ties x
marital di sagreement .07; patern al positi ve activities x marital happiness .01 . Onl y one
stati sticall y significant result out of 12 (at .05 alph a level), along wi th two interaction
terms whi ch approached sign ifi cance, is not a pattern to justify further an alysis of
interac tion terms.
These resu lts are deemed a pattern in that they involve on ly W ave 2 patern al
positive acti vities, to the exclusion of Wave 1 variables and Wave 2 paternal posit ive
communication. The fac t that Wave I variabl es yielded no statistically or near
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stati sticall y significant results is likely due to the long time (5-6 years) separating the two
data collection periods in which a multitude of unmeasured influences surely occurred
within and without the marital and parent-child relationships in question . Also, W ave I
parental variables generated very low alpha reliabil ity scores-further weakening the
possibility of observing a statistically significant interaction term.
Furthermore, the direction of the effects for these interaction terms in volving
paternal positive activities demonstrated a meaningful pattern . The interaction between
paternal positi ve activities and marital happiness was associated with decreased negati ve
child outcomes, while the interaction between paternal positive activities and marital
conflict was associated with increased negative child outcomes. Such a pattern lends
support to the sensitive connection between paternal involvement and marital dynamics.
Possibly, paternal involve ment interacts with marital dynamics to create positive or
negati ve influence dependin g on the quality of the marriage. Simil arly, the interaction
between paternal and maternal pos it ive acti vities was assoc iated wi th decreased negati ve
outcomes for children.
Another important aspect of the pattern of interactions was their strength . Each of
the three interaction term s mentioned had the largest Beta in the regress ion model which
tested its significance . ln other words, these interaction effects were stron ger th an the
marital vari ables-which produced the greatest influence in the structural eq uation mode ls.
Overall , the pattern of interaction s points to the need for further research foc using directly
on the extent to which paternal involvement interacts with other sources of family
influence to determine child outcomes.
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Research Questi on 3

Research questi on 3 asked: To what degree do fathers indirectly influence their
children via the marital relati onsh ip and the mother-child relationship? Heirarchical chisquare testing of the LISREL models provided no evidence supporting an y indirect
influence of paternal variables on child outcomes via the marital or mother-child
relationships. This lack of evidence mu st be understood within the context of the
measurement problems already mentioned. Future research mu st address thi s question in
a manner capable of dealing with multicolinearity, and w ith measures demonstrating
greater validity and reli ability.

Limitati ons

Limited content validity of parental and child outcome measures , margin al
reliability of W ave I measures, a long interval between Wave I and Wave 2 data
collecti o n, and some mul ticolinearity of patern al and matern al measures are the
limitatio ns of th is study th at have already been acknowledged . These limitatio ns share a
co mmon theme in that they are all refl ect ions of problems with intern al validity. Limited
internal validity is not un common when conduct ing secondary analys is of a large scale
survey such as the NSFH . The strength of such large-scale surveys lies in the ir potential
fo r ex ternal validity, or generali zability, rather th an internal validity. Yet, the research
questions add ressed thro ugh thi s secondary analysis were explorato ry. Researchers
conducting expl oratory studies typically pl ace greater emphasis on internal vali d ity at the
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cost of reduced external validity. Such a research strategy generates clearer and more
meaningful findings, which can then be replicated with different samples or subjected to
larger scale studies better capable of addressing external validity. Being based on
secondary analysi s of a large data set, this study sought to strengthen external validity as
opposed to internal validity. However, external validity is of little value when limitations
of internal validity fail to produce findings that are meaningfully significant or easil y
interpretable.
Even if thi s study had generated more meaningful and significant findings , the
ex tent to which ex ternal validity might have been an advantage is questionable. Although
thi s study incorporated second ary analysis of a large, nationally representat ive sample , the
specifi c criteria used to select the subsample of interest were such that the
represemativeness of findings would have been problematic. As with most studies in the
hu man sc iences , the subsample used to generate these findings consisted of
predominamly wh ite , middle class, educated families.
The National Survey of Families and Households is a re markably rich data set.
Even limitin g the data to the marital, pareming, and chi ld outcome variables, whi ch were
the foc us of th is study, the NSFH data set includes a broad range of conceptu all y
importanl vari ables . Specificall y, there were measures of marital re lationships , father
in volvemenl , mother invo lvement , and child outcomes repeated longitudinally. However.
because of the need for parallel paternal and maternal measures capable of addressing the
research questions of thi s study, that range of useful variables was drasticall y restricted .
lf all the parenting and marital question s asked of the primary respondent in the NSFH
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were also included in the self-en umerated questionnaire completed by the secondary
respondent, the independent variables in thi s study wou ld likely have been measured in
much greater de pth and compl eteness. However, in secondary analysis, the researcher
must make do with available measures.

Imp I ications

Although the fi ndings of this research are limited, several implications can be
stated with respect to future research . To begin with , future research should furth er
explore the impact of father in volvement within the broader famil ial context. Suc h
research should be des igned to maximize interna l val idity, focusing particularly on
measurin g parental in vo lvement in greater depth and completeness. With improved
measures, such an approach would hopefully provide clearer answers to the research
questions proposed in thi s study.
Thi s research also has implications for those responding to the call for broader
co nceptu al and operat io nal definitions of patern al in volvement (Hawkin s & Palkov itz,
1997). Future research sho uld address father in vo lvement within the broader, and more
th oroughl y researc hed, framework of parental contro l and support. Researchers mu st
consider posit ive paternal in volvemen t in tenns of both the support and contro l it
provides to ch ildren , or at leas t cons ider the role such invol veme nt pl ays within the
overall parental support and control made available to children . Finally, future research
shoul d explore the various ways in which paternal in volvement interacts wi th other
sources of influence w ithin families to impact the li ves of children.
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